Campaign '88

Off to an Early Start?

no ideas dominated" the recent
democratic campaign. He added
that only a political stalemate will
consequently result. While
Republicans will no longer be able
to shield themselves under what he
termed " R eaga n's umbrella.
Democrats , in not developing new
ideas, will find [themselves] unable
to build an agenda."
As there was no clear victory for
either party in the '86 elections,
MacKenzie told the group that "this
election [similarly] tells us nothing
about the 1988 Presidential race.
Nobody came out in a better
position."
MacKenzie did not think that any
candidate emerged as a likely
Preside ntial c andidate nor did he see
any of the current contenders as
having a good chance of winning the
election. He told the group, that
"While no reason emerged for
George Bush's party to reject him
last week, I think they'd like to."
He also belived that neither Gary
continued on page 15
. .

by Mike Diamond
Campaig n '88 was given an early
start by Johnson Commons Cultural
Life. On Sunday, November 9th,
Colby Vice President . and
Government professor Cal
MacKenzie joined approximately a
dozen students in Drummond
Lounge to discuss the impact of the
'86 elections on the 1988
Presid ential campaign.
While concern was expressed by
students that the new democratic
majonty in the United States Senate
would affect the outcome of the '88
elections, M acKenzie remain ed
cautious as to the effects, if any , of
last week' s results.
He noted that in past congressional
elections when a President has
remained in office for two terms
(called a "si x ye ar itch"), a more
drastic parry reallignment than that
of last Tuesday has typically
occured.
Furthurmore, MacKenzie said ,
"No ideological themes emerged and

The Fast is Afoot

photo by Rebecca Binder
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Last Rites of Fa ll

Blockbuster Humor
by Wendy Dauphlnals
today are far more responsible than
Herb Block, editorial cartoonist foi in earlier days, yet today it is
The Washington Post and syndicate criticized more. Block thought if
for approximately 150 other journalists are critical of the
newspapers.was awarded the 34th government they might be accused
annual Elijah Parish Lovejoy Fellow of not giving both sides of the story,
at a convocation last Friday in However, he argued, this should not
Lorimar Chapel,
be the case since "the people already
In commemoration of Elijah Parish get one side of the story from the
Lovejoy, an 1826 Waterville College politicians,"
In a formal academic ceremony
(now Colby) graduate who was shot
by a mob while defending the where Block was vested in a hood,
freedom of the press, Colby College and presented with an honorary
has recognized outstanding
degree , President Cotter
members of the newspaper commended him on "making tlie
/
nation smile while stirring its
profession since 1952.
"I wish it weren't such a cliche tc conscience."
At a reception following the
say I'm glad to be here, because 1
tlie
first
political
am,"said Block,
convocation, Block told the Echo, "1
cartoonist to receive the Lovejoy begin my day's work tlie night
'
award.
before, by reading early editions of
continued on page 15 •
Block
discussed
In his address,
the relationship of the press and the
government, emphasizing that the Inside:
press is "designed to serve as a critic
"Regardless of the results, the
elections In 1986 were at best1
of the government.".The press is the
a disappointment nnd nt worst
checks and balance system for the
a disgrace." Sec p. 3.
government officials and the judicial
,branch. Block also noted "the press
i
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by Wendy Dauphinais
The Colby Newman Council will
be sponsoring a day of fast for
Oxfam America , Thursday
November 20th. Students are asked
to sign up for the fast in their dining
halls during lunch and dinner
November 11th, 12th and 13th.
People who sign up for the fast are
not allowed to eat in any of the

dining halls on November20th. You
may purchase meals at the Spa or
elsewhere. Seilers dining service
will contribute a set amount for each
student that' agrees to fast for the
three meals at the dining hall.
Students who would like to help
Oxfam America, -but do not wish to
fast may bring contributions to the
continued on page IS

photo by Rich Bacilli**
Washington Post Editorial Cartoonist Herb Block accepts Elijah Parish
Loi>ejoy Award in Lorimer Chapel on Frid ay.
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Emigration from the Soviet
Un ion lias never been easy,
but for Soviet Jews It Is
especially difficult. Sec. p. 5.
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Bonnles : A "typical Maine
atmos ph ere " w h ere "t he
people that work there arc Just
like your mom."- See p. 5.

Cotter says: "I' m not crazy
a b out Tof u , [nnd] I never had
a mohawk. . . " See p. 2.
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Stronger Support
for Gays Needed

^H______.

Thanks, Mr. President Fight for Frats

The concern recently expressed in The Colbv Echo
regarding AID S seems pointless given the
administration's lack of adequate concern for its prime
victims, homosexuals.
AID S (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome)
primarily affects male gays and intravenous drug addicts
through anal intercourse and the sharing of needles.
While drug abuse can be conquered, a person's sexual
preferences cannot and should not be altered. In
recognition of this fact, the College should provide a
vehicle by which homosexuals can easily discuss their
problems, including those pertaining to AIDS.
The virus should not necessitate the founding of a gay
support group. One must be in place before the killer
attacks. This, in fact, may be soon according to the
President of the National Academy of the Sciences ,
Frank Press. He commented in a recent Boston Globe
article,"By 1990, we will lose as many Americans each
year in death rates as were lost in the entire Vietnam
War. the entire Korean War, or the entire World War
1."
Presently, the only official support offerred those who
are gay or who might become afflicted with AIDS are
counselors in Garrison Foster Health Center and
members of the Residence Hall staff.
While homosexuality at Colby itself might be difficult
and require more extensive counseling, AIDS is a
devastating illness which most definitely should not be
dealt with in the current limited fashion. Gay student
groups are a necessity to both educate individuals as to
the virus ' danger and help deal with its emotional side
effects in a peer oriented environment. Though the
administration , via the Student Handbook ,
acknowledges the likelihood of homosexuals on
campus, it does not provide for such support groups.
Instead, gay students are referred to organizations in
Portland and at the University of Maine , Orono, Bates ,
and Bowdoin.
The administration is acting foolishly in not
responding to this deficiency. Whereas "underground"
gay support may have been implemented by students in
the past , in no way, does it compensate for open
advocacy of a gay organization by the College. And ,
advocate one they must , as a good part of the campus
has been unreceptive to homosexuality. .
Those responsible members of the administration need
to remember that Colby supposedly abhors conformity
and encourages diversity. The College only truly
represents "Excellence in Maine" when it encourages
freedom among its students and allows them an
atmosphere conducive to self-expression. If social
pressure prohibits this, the college should wage war on
that pressure . While the administration does seem to
promote a certain measure of this battle, for which the
recent Elijah Parish Lovejoy award for freedom in
journalism , is symbolic, it neglects the. issue of
homosexulaity.
The liberty to exercise a sexual preference must be first
protected and promoted before its consequences
discussed. Especially since the consequences are
deadly.
Mike Diamond
Co-Editor-In-Chief
The Edi tors wish lo apolog izefor our inaccuracy in t it ling last week's
Let ter To The Editor on MS "MS Disorganized. " The reason only 10
p eop le showed upfor the race was the result ofa lack ofinterest on the
part of the student body, not disorg anizat ion by t he St udent s Aga inst
Muscular Dystrophy. We are sorry for any misconception that may
have,resultedf r o mthis oversight.

The Colby Echo,founded in 1877,

is published weekly on Thursday
except during vaca tions and exam
periods, by the st udents of Colby
Coll ege. The views expressed
within its pages are not necessarily
those oft he st udent body, faculty or
administ rat ion; nor are t he opinions
expre ssed in letters or commentaries , necessarily those of the
Echo.

Editorial communications should
he addressed to Mike Diamond or
Adam Erns ter; bus iness and
circulat ion communications to
Pamela Woolley; and advertizing
communicat ion t o Gina Cornacchio
at t he Colby Echo,- Roberts Union ,
Colby College, Wat erville, Maine
04901. The Colby Echo reserves t he
right to edit any letters or articles
submit ted, Letters should be typed.

Dear Emily:
Thank you for your thoughtful and
open letter to the ECHO which
appeared in the November 6 issue.
Yours is a call for greater
communication between me (and
perhaps others in the administration*,
and students. I sincerely welcome
that invitation and would be
interested in the views of others on
how we might do more than we
already do.
It has always been my policylo
accept student invitations to
residence hall forums for general
discussions and to talk over any
topics of interest. Indeed, Mrs.
Cotter and I attended just such a
gathering in West Quad on
November 3 at the invitation of
Lauren Frazza. We had about an
hour and a half with 25 or 30
students and covered topics from
fraternities, to rugby, to the need tc
strengthen the science programs at
Colby, to room draw. I am also
asked to speak on South Africa,
from time to time, and will do so on
November 12 in Foss and
November 17 in Dana.
Both Mrs. Cotter and I are faculty
affiliates of Mary Low Commons
and have atteneded two large
meetings with student leaders and
other faculty concerning program
plans for the year. We also have
lunch in college dining halls at least
twice a week and, while we no
fonger impose ourselves on student
groups that have already sat down
together, we always enjoy it when
studentsjoin us at our table.
I think it is very important for
administrators, including myself, tc
keep in close touch with the
students, and for this "reason I have
freshman advisees every year, teach
a course each fall , meet with the
ECHO editors at the beginning of
every week, join the orientation
sessions for head residents, Student
Association leaders and Commons
Presidents each fall, and have given
standing instructions to my office
that any student who would like an
appointment should;be fit into my
schedule as quickly as possible
(usually, immediately).
. In add it ion , there are v arious
receptions for student groups at oui
hou se during the year, at which time
we have a chance to get to know a
number of individual students rather
well.
You gave me "t wo poin ts for
visibility " for attending a play, and 1
do think it is important for all of us
to support student athletic, musical
and performing arts productions , as
well as lectures, poetry read ings and
other campus events. Mrs. Cotter
and I get to nearly every major
- . ¦continued on tiage 15 .
The Echo's offices are located in
the basemen t of Roberts Union.
Office hours run from 3:30 pm to
5:30 pm on Mondays and Tuesday.
Appointments are also welcome.
The Echo may be reached by phon e
at (207) 872-3348.
POSTMA STER : Send address
chan ges to the Colby Echo , Roberts
Union, Colby College, Waterville,
Maine 64901.

To the Editors:
The night before Election Day, I
watched the ABC Evening News.
One clip showed President Reagan
at a Republican Railly in Nevada.
From the camera angle used to film
the President, viewers could see a
large banner hanging from the upper
balcony. The banner read: "TKE
(Tao Kappa Epsilon) Welcomes
President Reagan." I thought it was
great to see a group of free
Americans expressing their welcome
without fear of political persecution.
And then, I thought about Colby's
Anti-Apartheid Rally held last year,
and a banner I saw that said "DKE
(Delta Kappa Epsilon) Opposes
Apartheid." But the students who
expressed their views had reason tc
fear persecution, probation ,
suspension, or even expulsion.
Using their constitutional right to
free speech placed them in serious
jeopardy with the Deans.
- The Slammers Party was a huge
success, and the entire campus had a
great time. The sponsors should be
proud of their well - planned, well populated, and well - controlled
event. But still, they too were
risking disciplinary action, despite
their efforts to give Colby students a
great party.
It fascinates me that Colby would
rather throw a bad party, with low
participation and poor atmosphere,
and absorb a sizeable financial loss
instead of encourag ing and
cooperating with private groups to
throw a good party, bringing a profit
to both interests.
I am also concerned about the
room searches which ocurred last
year. Has everyone forgotten about
them? I understand that the
Administration feels this is a dead
issue, and it is in the context that
what's done is done. My intent is
not to claw open old wounds, but
instead I'm calling for an autopsy
report; I want specifics. I want to
know w,ho went through the rooms,
how exactly the rooms were
searched, and if these searches are
still being conducted. Excuse me for
being blunt, but after reading Greg
Pastore's letter in the Echo last year,
I believe the Deans lied about how
exactly they searched the rooms. "It
continued on page 11

Fieldhouse Misuse?

To the Editors:
Most of the membersof the Colby
community take pride in the
college's formal, intercollegiate
athletic program and I count myself
among them. But for a great number
of us who do not participate in those
sports, frustration can only be felt
when a reasonable' level of
consideration of the "non-athlete" is
not given by those who lead varsity
and junior varsity sports programs.
As students paying the same tuitioi
as varsity athletes, not to mention as
frequent supporters of those athletes
it is frustrating that athletic facilities
are tied up without general
notification, any allowance for the
non-participant user , and on
occassion, without considerations of
efficiency. We speak principally of
the basketball courts, though similai
problems occur with the pool, field
house, and other facilities.
On Sunday, some kind of lecture
was held in the basketball court area
for what appeared to be 30-odd
adults not from the Colby
Community. Coach Whitmore was
the lecturer.The oinly notification foi
the would-be user that the courts
continued on page 11

Teaching
Trivialized
DearEditon

As a student of the education
program at Colby, I was irritated
with the article, "Students Teaching
Students" in the November 6 issue
of the Echo. The article gave the
impression that student teaching is
an easy and fun activity;I believethe
term "babysitting" was used. I think
this is an unfair view of both the
teaching program and the teaching
profession in general.
I was surprised that neither the
education department nor the entire
program itself was mentioned in the
article. The education program at
Colby allows a student to obtain a
teaching certificate at the completion
of (lie program. This is nothing to be
laughed at. Teaching is a very
^
serious profession, and taken ;,
seriously by those students now
taking the required courses and
participating in the student teaching,
continued on page 11
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The Helpless Hundreth

c. 1986 N.Y. Times News Service
by William Saflre
WASHINGTON - American
politics has now. returned to its
natural state: a Republican president
sparring with a Democratic
Congress.
Come 1988, the Republicans will
have held the White House, from
Eisenhower through Reagan, for 24
out of 36 years. In terms of
presidential leadership for most
Americans, it has been Republican 2
to 1.
In the same 36 years, Democrats
have held both houses of Congress
for 28 years, and at least one house
for six more; they were out in the
cold completely for only two years,
a generation ago.
Thus, the White House is the place
we usually send Republicans;
Congress is the place we almost
always send Democrats. One end of
Pennsylvania Avenue tilts a little
rightward, the other end a little left ,
and the resulting creative tension has
kept the peace, defended freedom
and lifted our standard of living.
That is known as the Long View,
in which*I am immersing myself
today because the short view is too
shattering to contemplate with "my
usual flair.".
Hoo-boy, did we take a beating ir
the Senate. Take your choice of

several handy smokescreens:
1. Voters threw a hate on statewidf
incumbents of both parties. Look at
all those Democratic governors who
were dumped for new Republican
faces.In state after state, the people
have installed a revolving door in the
governor's mansion; no wonder,
with so many Republican senatorial
seats up for grabs this year, the
righties suffered a little temporary
setback.
2. This natural swing of the
pendulum was by no means a
repudiation of Ronald Reagan or the
conservative principleson which he
stands. After all, many of the losers
of today won in squeakers six years
ago. And the results in the House practically a Republican victory prove that the other-bodysnatching
was an agglomeration of local
campaigns based on local issues.
Besides, many of the spotslinging
Democratic winners are as
conservaUve as the Republicans thej
replaced, making the results almost
an ideological wash. (See how
liberalscall themselves "centrists.")
3. The president was right to make
this a referendum on his leadership,
because that is the gutsy thing for a
party leader to do. The Reagan
campaigning, while not enough to
make the difference between victory
and defeat , made some races much

closer and helped save some seats.
When it comes to a mandate, "use ii
or lose it," as George Shultz likes to
say, although we now see that when
you use it, you sometimes lose it
anyway.
Other smokescreens and fig leaves
come to mind (Republican pros say
cruelly that the Senate was lost only
because most of our losing senatorial
candidates were born losers), but
that will do for the solace
department. The fact is that the
power has shifted dramatically in the
place it counted this year. Such a
swing may be "normal" in the Long
View, but it can also be dangerous.
The danger to conservatism is thai
right-wingers will feel all too
comfortable in their "normal"
minority position in the Congress,
like travelers finding deceptive
warmth in snowdrifts. The danger tc
tomorrow's liberalism is that many
left-wingers, having rhe-tooed their
way to power, will fail to offer good
alternatives to the policies they
should be opposing.
Conservatives should wake up to
the realization that nobody can
purchase the farm vote. Tens of
billions in increased subsidies, on
top of a craven withdrawal of the
grain embargo, won the Republicans
little loyalty in the farm belt; that vot.
continued on page 14

Observer: Inside the Suit, a Man
by Russell Baker
c. 1986 N.Y. Times News Service
When I was. a boy they had live politicians
Yes sir. Human flesh contained inside
double-breasted suits. Not like nowadays
wh en all you se e is an empty suit on
television and hear one of those oily voices
try ing to tel you there's a man in there.
You youngsters won't believe this, but I
saw Harry Truman, the real article, inside a
suit, in the campaign of 1948 wh en his train
stopped at the railroad station.
A railroad station? That was sort pf a
primi tive airport, only you didn't have to take
a cab 20 miles out of town to reach it. And it
had honest panhandlers too. They didn't
brace you for folding money for righteous
goodness. No sir. When you gave, them two
bits you knew it was going to the purchase ol
a half-pint of muscatel. Where was I?
Yes , Truman. Saw him with my own eyes.
He said, "My name's Truman, I'm president
of tlie United States, I'm trying to keep my
job and I need your help."
That's right. That's what he said , and don'tell me old age has clouded my mind. That's
the way politicians spoke in those days; In
English. No kidding. And don't tell me it was
because t hey did n't have any poli t ical
engineers to tell them not to got caught inside
their sui ts and never , never to speak English.
Because they did so have professional
engineers advising and consulting and polling
to find out what people wanted to be told and
then writing speeches that told it to them.
I remember back in nineteen and fifty
something or. other when some political
geniuses were running a man named Douglas
McKay for tho U.S. Senate out in Oregon ,
Por his big rally with thousands of people
watching they wrote him this long, long
speech telling all thoso peopleexactly what tin

Washington: This is Democracy
c. 1986 N.Y. Times News Service
by James Reston
Washington - After the voting,
there was general agreement here
that, regardless of the results, the
elections of 1986 were at best a
disappointment and at worst a
disgrace.
A disappointment because the
contests for the House and Senate
dealt all too seldom with the critical
national issues of budget control and
military arms control. A disgrace
because all too often they were
devoid of self-control and became
mere clashes of money, personality
negative television ads and other
dirty tricks.
It was an odd time for such antics.
For while this political guerrilla wai
was going on, the Republic was
faced with the largest national debt ir
its history, a budget deficit of over
$200 billion for three of the last four
years, an unprecedented trade
imbalance in the world, the largest
private debt and lowest per capita
savings rate of any industrial nation,
and a host of other regional
problems from the Middle West to
the Middle East.
You would never guess it,
however, from the remarks from the
stump this year. Even President
Reagan, who led the Republican
charge, raised $33 million, visited
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22 states and made 54 speeches thai
were so empty of remedies for the
future that not a single one of them
was printed in full by any major
newspaper.
As usual, the people blame the
politicians for this state of affairs
and with good reason, but what of
the people themselves? The latest
estimate is that three out of five
eligible voters didn't bother to go tc
the polls, so if their faith in the
democraticprocesshas been shaken,
as so many observers insist, we will
probably have to analyze the wider
assumptions of our political system
before the presidential election of
1988.
Sen. Barry Goldwater of Arizona,
reflecting on his long career here, di<
some analyzing of his own the other
day. If there's a big difference in th<
Congress today, he told The
Washington Post, it is that members
now place more importance on the
problems of their districts or states
than on the major problems of the
nation.
This, of course, is a very old
lament. The Founding Fathers
warned at the Constitutional
Convention 200 years ago against
the localizing of politics. Congress.
they insisted, must not be a
collection of ambassadors
continued on page 14
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polls showed they wanted to hear.
Well, old McKay faithfully read every worc
of that speech. Took him forever, and when
he finished he laid the thing down, looked oul
over the audience and said, "And now I'd like
to say a few words of my own."
In those days, see, not only were there
people inside politicians' suits, but if those
people didn't have much weight inside the
skull, they let you know it.
.\;
>
Not everything about those old-time polls
was Jim Dandy, of course. For instance,
Our services are nothing less than brilliant,
*g
when they wanted to deceive you about whai
including sizing, minor and major jewelry
jj§j
they meant to do after getting elected, they
repairs, cleaning and polishing and appraising.
j
would make a speech to you. Honest to
Visit us for the professional guidance and
jl
Betsy. Make a speech! Thirty, fou rty, fifty
expertise to help you purchase an ideal cut
h
j
minutes of talkAalk, talk, all calculated to
1
Lazare Diamond with confidence.
-,
fool you about wha t you'd get if you made
¦* i
•
¦
If
is
•
the mistake of voting for them.
¦
Ssj:
•.¦ i
In those days of course they didn't know
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that 30 secon ds of televisio n coul d fool more
people more thoroughlythan 90 minutes of
1
oratory coming from an occupied suit. .
|
After they learned that, you quit seeing
|
_ft§________________________________________________________ ^^
politicians in the flesh. Of course they have
|
an excuse. They say it's not safe for the
1
genuine article to"appear in public anymore
I
because of so many maniacs wandering the
|
country itching to exercise their constitutional
1
right to bear arms against politicians.
|
That sounds reasonable enough, but what
I
they don't tell you is that there may not even
I
be any genuine article anymore. That's right,
Im t K K K B K K K K t K K K t K t K K B K t K K K K K B K K K K K
What makes you think there's reall y ' 1
The lazare Diamond. Setting the standard fo rbrilliance!?*• §
¦
I
somebody there?
•.
,
|
You sec some home-type movies of the
1
so-called candidate, he's wearing tlie costume
1
106 MA,N ST
a polfsnid you wanted him to wear, and he's
1
surrounded by birds like St. Francis or
1
smiling at orphans or doing something else
|
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|
|
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that n poll said you wanted him to do, and
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you hear the oily voice, tlie one from the
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Brow n and Glic kman

A Tough Act to Follow

by Heather Anderson

White Linen at Sellers?

by Ingrid Ekstrom

Big changes in the quality of our
food service are what Seller's and
the newly formed Dining Room
Council are promising. Based on a
very good student response to the
survey done October 9th outside of
the dining halls, Seller's' and the
Council have been able to get a
much better idea of what students
hate, love, and would like to see.
Changes resulting from the most
consistent complaints were begun
just one week after the survey, and
many more changes and special
attractions are being planned and
considered.
Food-service problems are being
taken care of at two levels. At the

more general level, the all-campus
changes include: making fresh
bread and baked goods available
daily, steaming the vegetables to
retain the nutritional value, providing
one meat-based and one
vegetable-based soup every lunch
and dinner, and checking food
temperatures every fifteen minutes
so that the burgers are hot and the
cottage cheese is cold, not vice
versa. For a more specific level of
change, the Dining Room Council is
set up to be responsive to the
individual tastes and needs of each
Commons. Greg Lawless, the
all-campus Council chair sees an
opportunity for each dining haji to
acquire its own flair and identity.
Nancy Spellman, a chairperson :

Johnson Commons, wants Johnson
to offer lo-cal meal options daily.
For example, she would like to see
most of the fried food replaced by
more nutritious choices and is also
considering the possibility of
offering a classier, "white linen"
dinner in Johnson one night or more
per week. To cater to athletes
coming from the Fieldhouse straight
to Chaplin Dining Hall, the idea of
serving primarily protein and
carbohydrate based dinners there is
being considered. Lovejoy
Commons may take advantage of
their unique set-up by offering a
changing Seller's menu in one line,
and reserving the other line for only
fast-food items like hamburgers, hoi
cbnUnued on page 14

Do you know your Commons
Coordinators?-LaurieBrown and Jill
Glickman. Brown, a 1986 Colby
graduate, now living in Pepper, was
a German and art major. Glickman
is a 1986 graduate of Brown
University where she majored in
History. She resides in Williams.
These graduates are spending their
first year of "the real world" in the
Colby Deans' Office.
"JrVe were chosen from at least SOC
candidates. Right Laurie?" laughed
Glickman. (And the amazing Isuzu
I-Mark gets 94 miles per gallon,
city, 112 highway). She lied. The
women were chosen from
approximately 16 candidates to be
Colby's Commons Coordinators—a
one year internship.
One graduate of Colby and one
student from another college or
university have traditionally been
chosen. However, Brown and
Glickman prepare to reevaluate the
system so that a Colby senior, "a
rookie", will serve one year during
school and continue the internship
the following year.
Brown and Glickman are channels
people go through to seek money oi
locate agents. They are also advisors
to the Commons presidents and help
hall staff. "We're basically like an

encyclopedia...and mini Joyces*"
said Brown.
Brown's job includes all auspices
of volunteer work. She has helped
organize Adopt a Grandparent, The
Great American Smokeout,
Hospitality House,,Soup Kitchens at
Sacred Heart Church, and Literacy
Volunteers. She chose such an
internship because of her interest in
working with students. When asked
how she would manage not to grow
bored with the Colby community
after living here five years Brown
said, "I went to Germany my junior
year, so actually, this is only my
fourth year here. Otherwise, yes, I'd
be tired of it. It helps a lot that we're
not in classes—we're working here;
it's a different level." Brown, in her
free time, enjoy s sculpting,
photography and "impromptu
singing in the Coffee House," added
Glickman.
Glickman claims she was chosen
for the job because of her leadership
qualities at Brown. She headed the
Academic Advising Program where
upperclassman and advisors helped
freshman students. She also worked
closely with the deans in
counseling/advising situations.
Presently, Glickman presides ovei
BAR (better alcoholic responsiblity).
She instigated the serving of
continued on page 14

J-Board Summary

(T/tis J-Board summary was compiled by
Paul Johnston and Tony Scaturro)
Here is the summary of cases heard by the
Student Judicial Board through Nov. 2 of this
year. All recommendations by the Judicial
Board have been accepted by the Dean of
Students.
1. Student charged with damage to college
property (writing grafitti on the ATM
machine). No past record. Board
recommended a warning and a 25% fine on
top of the damages.
. 2. Student found guilty for contributing to
damage of college property by being an
accomplice. No past record . Board
recommended a warning,
3. Students found guilty of damaging
college property (breaking a bench). Those
with no past record received a warning.
Student with past record had disciplinary
probation extended through Jan Plan 1987.
Students also split the total cost of the damage
plus a 25% finb.
4. Student found guilty of running from a
security officer. Student turned himself in one i

day later. No past record . The Board
recommended disciplinary probation through
the end of the semester.
5. Student found guilty of releasing a bottl.
from a third floor fire escape. No past record.
Board recommended letters of apology and
disciplinary probation for one year.
6. Student found guilty of tossing and
breaking a bottle on the street. No past
record. Board recommended a warning.
7. Student charged with throwing a glass
across a dining hall. No past record. The
Board recommended letters of apology to
Dining Services and to an employee, along
with disciplinary probation until May 1987.
8. Two students charged with fighting. No
past records. Board recommended both be
placed on disciplinary probation through Jan
Plan 1987.
9. Two students charged with damaging the
ATM machine. No past records. The Board
recommended restitution of damages plus a
fine of 25% up to $500 of the damages and
that bo th s tuden ts be place d on disciplinary
probatipn until May 1987.
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Bonnie's - Tradition

by Karen Buckley
Traditions at Colby have become a
part of life. There is Wednesday
night at the Courthouse, donuts at
Foss Falls, and Bison Night. And
then there is Bonnie's.
According to Anna Anderson (whc
manages Bonnie's) the diner came
into existence" approximately
fourteen years ago when a Mrs.
Booker decided to open up a
roadside restaurant, which she
named after her only daughter.
Anderson" began working at the
diner when it first opened , and
started her own lease from Booker
about two and a half years ago.
The Colby trdadition doesn 't
extend quite so far back, however.
A few years ago, a Colby student
who happened to come across
Bonnie's, liked it so much he
promised to bring friends back. By
word of mouth, Bonnie's has
become a popular Colby tradition.
And how does Anderson feel
about this? "I like the kids. They
keep me young." Anderson added
that Sunday mornings are the most
popular time. "The kids are really
good though. If we run out of
chairs, they'll ju stsit on laps or wail
out in the yard patiently,"

for a good meal, and they certainly
get what they go for. According to
junior Bill Reed, "You get a lot of
good food for a good price. It 's
worth the wait." Anderson noted tha
there are a number of specials
besides the regular menu, including
a Colby special which consists of
two eggs, bacon, toast, coffee ,
pancakes and homefries. One of the
most popular items among Colby
students, according to Anderson, is
the coffeecake. Student Kirsten
Geiger agreed with that point. "The
coffecake is the best." Anderson
noted that blueberry pancakes are
also very popular this year.
For early birds, the Hunter 's
Special is served from 4:30 AM to
8:30 AM, and includes two eggs,
baked beans, homefries, homemade
biscuits, juice and coffee. Bonnie's
isn't just for breakfast, however.
The diner is open from 5:30 AM to
2 PM daily(4:30 AM during hunting
season) and serves dinner five days
a week.
Bonnie s atmosphere and service
keep students coming back as well.
According to senior John Black, it's
a "typical Maine atmosphere. The
people that work there are just like
your mom." Anderson is assisted by
Connie "who is my-standby." On
Sunday's Anderson ,'s sister helps
out. Her mother is a part-time cook
in charge of pies and biscuits.
"Everything is home-cooked,"said
Anderson.
Bonnie's enjoys catering to Colbj
students. "We try to put enough on
the plate to fill them up. If the
students call ahead for a birthday,
we have free coffeecake with a
candle and we sing to them,"said
Anderson. Colby students appreciate
the friendly service as well. As Dave
Longcope said, "You get really full
for a good price. It's a great deal."
Weekend breakfast at Bonnie's is
becoming an increasingly popular
tradition. Part of that tradition is also
the wait for a scat in this small,
homey, country diner. Most Colby
students agree, however, that the
wait is certainly worth it.

Anna Anderson, manager at Bonnie's In Winslow, serves donuts with a
smile to hungry Colbystudents.
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Electricity: Not Obscure

by Hilary Pfeifer
I sat in my candle-lit room for a
while last weekend and thought
about electricity. It really isn't that
obscure a thought, because, in case
you didn't notice, the power was oul
at" the College and in parts of
Waterville for a while last Saturday
afternoon. When the lights went out.
I was in the MacLab working on
something easily salvageable, but the
guy sitting next to me wasn't so
lucky. He had just finished
dry-typing an essay for his English
class. Until one of these blackouts
happens, who really concerns
themselves with saying their
documents every fifteen minutes?
I'm sure most people don't think
about how much we take electricity
for granted.
My afternoon plans of going to th.
library were obviously out, but it
was closed down after it got dark
anyway. The things I usually do in

my dorm (listen to music, make
coffee , watch t.v.) can't be done
without electricity, and things like
drawing, reading or writing aren't
easily done without a bit more light
than my single candle stub could
provide. Not that I felt at a loss
because of the absence of these
things, but without electricity, one's
possibilities are definitely limited.
All in all, I like blackouts. But
enough! I'm not writing this article
to ramble on about my Saturday
afternoon, but rather to introduce an
essay (of sorts) that my father sent
me a few weeks ago. It really won't
help anyone in case another blackout
happens, but maybe it will make it a
bit easier to cope with the
inconveniences that may have
occurred last Saturday.
ELECTRICITY
(by Al Miner and Tom Gasman)
Today's scientific question is:

What in the world is electricity? And
where does it go after it leaves the
toaster?

Here is a simple experiment that
will teach you an important electrical
lesson: on a cool, dry day, scuff
your feet along a carpet, then reacr
your hand into a friend's mouth anc
touch one of his dental fillings. Did
you notice how your friend twitched
violently and cried out in pain? This
teaches us that electricity can be a
very powerful force, but we must
never use it to hurt others unless we
need to learn an important electrical
lesson.
It also teaches us how an electrica
circuit works. When you scuffed
your feet , you picked up batches of
"electrons," which are very small
objects that carpet manufacturers
weave into carpets so that they will
attract dirt. The electrons travel
through your bloodstream and
continued on page 6

Life Behind the Iron Curtain
by Daniel Rudick
The application is in: two long
months of dealing with red tape ,
gathering signatures and explaining
details . Every facet of personal and
family history, from schooling and
vocations, to friends and neighbors
are compiled to present to
government officials for emigration
out of the U.S.S.R. This is only
the beginning, following is an
extremely long and difficult wait: an
ordeal that involves alienation from
neighbors and peers and harassment
by the government and superiors.
Emigration applications are not
CommonApplications. The process
favored
is difficult enough for
nationalities in Russia but for the
Jewish minority it is even worse.
Sergei Broude, a Soviet Jew whc
went through this bureaucratic
nightmare was on Colby campus
this last Sunday to talk about the
problem df emigration from the
Soviet Union, specifically for the
oppressed Jewish minority in the
U.S.S.R.. Professor Broude is a
physics teacher at the University of
Lowell in Massachuscttcs. He workhard . with the Action for Soviet
Jewry , inc. located in Waltham,
Massachuscttcs in efforts to aid the
Jewish pli ght for freedom from the
Soviet Union.
Only in the past ten years have
human ri ghts an d the questi on of
Soviet Jews leaving the U.S.S.R.
been addressed- by the Soviets.
Jewish emigration peaked in 1979
when 50 ,000 Jew s were given
permission to reunite with immediate
family outside Russia. So far this
year , 765 Jews have left. In 1985 a
tot al of 1,140 Jews left Russia foi
tlie United States, Israel find other
,
sympathetic countries.
Scrgi Broude explained the
process of applying for emigration
and the government's interven tion in
the process. Once the application

was filed he was forced to resign his
position at the University where he
was teaching in Moscow. His
neighbors and peers turned on him
as a result of workings of the
government to associate any
relations with applicants as possible
acts of treason. Besides the possible
association factor involved, an
applicant is envied for their possible
freedom and at tlie same time
oppressed as a bad Socialist. Aftei
waiting six months or longer, the
government can deny exit for almost
any reason: from a typo on the
application to a decision that they
don't feel that you need to be
reunited with an immediate relative il
you have a second cousin in a
neighboring town.
After the talk, Professor Broude
spoke with the audience and
entertained questions. He
emphasized the need for support on
the outside through his agency
which "adopts" families, a support
system that tries to legally muscle
out families one on one.

Additionally , he urged support
through a petition to President
Reagan to force the Human Rights
issue in future East-West meetings.
In past meetings with Soviets,
Reagan has brought the issue up on
the meeting agendas, Gorbachev had
declined to speak and Reagan had
accepted the decree.
There are still 2.5 million Jews
trapped behind the Iron Curtain .
They are not only denied their
freedom but their religion. There is
only one temple in Russia and it is
not of Zionisuc freedom; to enter it is
to risk confrontation with the
government. Sergi Broude
enlightened the group present on the
responsibilities of a free population,
not only Jewish, but to all who
cherish their freedom and believe it
is the one possession everyone
should own.
Anyone interested with either of
the two options that Professor
Broude is presently involved with
("adoption" or petition), please
contact Hillel on campus.
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Matt Moran s Eating Out
"The Greasy Spoon "
;/

b y Matt Moran
My freshman friend Rudy Penczer
ran kind of low on his cash flow lasl
week, but being the die-hard
patriarchial romantic that he thinks
he is, he was nonetheless determinec
to entertain his women companions.
It's a great deal easier to pick up the
check when it amounts to $4.32.
This feat cannot be accomplished at
most of the restaurants written up in
this column, unless you deign only
to drink the lemon-scented
fingerbowls. The solution: the
ever-present , ail-American
greasy-spoon.
I've been to Europe, Africa , and
South America and their versions of
the "truckstop" just frightens the
be-Jesus out of me. Places like Cafe
Cholera, Rato Estabon's, and the
Typhus.Tavern are on that fine line
between adventure and having your
stomach pumped. This is not to say
that the establishments around
Waterville breed fewer cockroaches
(climate difference considered), but
they are just so inviting. It's like
coming home... Mary's Place...
The Open Hearth... Ma Bean's...
The Country Diner. Who cares that
you can see your reflection in the
hamburger patties? Waterville's
biggest employer is Mid-Maine
Medical

A bit of advice: if you are a
pompous Colby student, try to act
like a human being when visiting
joints; don't show off by rubbing
elbows with the "riff-raff. " These
people are the kindest folks in the
Northeast... and they can probably
beat the living daylights out of you.
given half a chance.

For the best hot dog in town, it's
Barney 's on College Avenue.
They've been around as long as
Colby has, and the menu hasn't
changed since the last world war.
Your taste buds won't ever forgive
you if you forget the salt pork, (youi

Electricity

In midtown Waterville, there are a
few all-time greats in the grunge
category. The restaurant in the
K-Mart at Elm Plaza is very
pleasant,serving a variety of all-time
favorites: turkey clubs, creamy cole
slaw, Sanka, and Jello in a dish.
The clientele consists mostly of
retirees who spontaneously interrupt
their meals to dash off to a blue-light
special in the jewelry section of the
store.
If you find yourself in the
Concourse, head over to Zayre's.
Brandishing your machete, make
your way through the jungle of
women's lingerie and aerobic suits
until you find, hidden iri. the back,
the luncheon counter. The three

continued from page 5

Bates Floaters...
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Keep your feet comforta ble
when the weath er isn't.
Step into a pair of
Bates Floaters. Right away
you 'll feel the comfort of
thp" full , all wool , fleece lirv
ing. Now , step outside. The
s ift fleece also keep s your
feet very warm , And when
you're walking, you'll even
notice how the handsome
uppers add to their comfort.
Only $49.95

That' s be c au s e they are
made from soft , full grain
glove leather that is stitched. not glued, to our skid'
resistant unimolded sole,
And, don't w or ry about how .
sloppy the weather gets:
they are water repellent,
too.
Floaters by Bates. They
. s tay c o m fo r t a ble w hen the
weather doesn't.
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waitresses at "Raker's.

arteries on the other hand...).
Across the bridge in Winslow stop
is Bee's Snack Bar where sh-t on a
shingle is the most-asked for
specialty. The chili and stew are
nothing to be sneezed at and the
burgers are prepared with genuine
tender-loving care.
If some night at 2 AM you happen
to be intoxicated, sweaty, sticky,
nauseated, and exhausted , your
evening is incomplete without a visit
to Mister Donut. Here over the past
years, world issues have been
debated, philosophies have been
exchanged and many an egg record
has been broken. A Colby diploma
just isn't valid unless it 's been
co-signed in yolk by one of the

tables are divided into Smoking and
Non-Smoking sections and the view
of Linen,Baby Needs, and Luggage
is spectacular. How could you go
wrong when the dessert is a choice
between M&M's and Oreo's?

bloodstream and collect in your finger, where
they form a spark that leaps to your friend' s
filling, then travel down to his feet and back
into the carpet, thus completing the circuit.
AMAZING ELECTRONIC FACT: If you
scuffed your feet long enough without
touching anything, you would build so many
electrons that your finger would explode!But
this is nothing to worry about unless you
have carpeting.
Although we modem persons tend to take
our electric lights, radios, mixers, etc., for
granted, hundreds of years ago people did nol
have any of these things, which is just as well
because there was no place to plug them into.
Then along came the first electrical pioneer,
Benjamin Franklin, who flew a kite in an
electrical storm and received a serious
electrical shock. This proved that lightning
was powered by the same force as carpets,
but it also damaged Franklin's brain so
severely that he started speaking only in
incomprehensible maxims, such as "A penny
saved is a penny earned." Eventually he had
to be given a job running the post office.
After Franklin came a herd of electrical
pioneers whose names have become part of
our electrical technology: Myron Volt, Mary
Louise Amp ,James Watt, Bob Transformer,
etc. These pioneers conducted many
important electrical experiments. Among
them, Galvani discovered (this is the truth)
that when he attached two different kinds of
metal to the leg of a frog, an electrical currcnl
developed and the. frog's leg kicked, even
though it was no longer attached to the frog,
which was dead anyway. Galvani's discoverj
led to enormous advances in the field of
amphibian medicine. Today , skilled
veterinary surgeons can take a frog that has
been s eriously injured or killed, implant

Next week: Rudy has to stay
home in fear of the Maine
State Liquor Stormtroopers.
Can Marianne Campell and
her friends find the perfect
Harvey Wallbanger.

pieces of metal into its muscles, and watch it
hop back into the pond just like a normal
frog , except for the fact that it sinks like a
stone.
But the greatest electrical pioneer of them all
was Thomas Edison, who was a brilliant
inventor despite the fact that he had little
formal education and lived in New Jersey.
Edison's first major invention in 1877 was
the phonograph, which could soon be found
in thousands of American homes, where it
basically sat until 1923 when the record was
invented. But Edison 's greatest achievement
came in 1879 when he invented the electric
company. Edison's design was a brilliant
adaption of the simple electrical circuit: the
electric company sends electricity through a
wire to a customer, then immediately gets the
electricity back through another wire. Then
(this is the brilliant part) sends it right back tc
the customer again.
This means that an electric company can sell
a customer the same batch of electricity
thousands of times a day and never get
caught, since very few customers take the
time to examine their electricity closely. In
fact, the last year any new electricity was
generated was 1937; tlie electric companies
have been merely re-selling it ever since,
which is why they have so much time to
apply for rate increases ,
Today, thanks to .men like Edison and
Franklin, and frogs like Galvani's, we receive
almost unlimited benefits from electricity.For
example, in the past decade scientists have
developed the laser, an electronic appliance sc
powerful that it can vaporize a bulldozer 200C
yards away, yet so precise that doctors can
use it to perform delicate operations to the
human eyebal , provided they remember to
change the power sett ing from "vaporize
bulldozer" to "delicate."
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O ff the Cuff
by Jim Sullivan

Turnp ik e Reflections

It's a damn good thing I saw the
sign when I did. It questioned "Are
your tires safe?" It hit me like the
rear end of an 18-wheeler. I forgot
to check my tire treads before I lefl
the house. Immediately I swung my
car into the breakdown lane and
stopped it, thankful that I was still .
alive. I quickly jumped out of the cai
and checked my four tires. I
measured the tread with a ruler and
double checked the specifications in
the car's owner's manual. I was safe
to within .003 inches. I kicked
myself for not having checked the
tires at home. Imagine that. The
funny thing is I always forget that
task until I see that sign on the Maine Turnpike.
The Turnpike's got character,
about 100 miles of it, but nobody
sees the 100 miles all the way
through. They see 6(A) exits worth
and then jettison off onto 295. 295
is under construction. It's been that
way since time began. You really
ought to seek an alternate route, you
know. 295 turns into 95, only you'd
never know except there's a little
sign that broadcasts the fact. 295
ends, .95 begins.
Have you ever noticed that you
enter a State of Maine Game
Preserve on the Turnpike? A game

preserve is a parcel of land, '
designated , where game is
preserved. Mothers preserve jams
and fruits in the refridgerator; the
State of Maine preserves animals in
this section of woods*. They sliced a
road through the game preserve but
that 's only natural; there's an
expressway
through
our
refridgerator too.
Anyway, back to the signs. When
I travel on the turnpike I feel as
though my mother's ghost haunts
me along the whole way. 'Are your
tires safe?', she wonders. 'Check
your breaks,' she tells me. Why
should I check my breaks when I'm
doing 80 up the turnpike hoping I
can break the all-time Boston to
Colby speed record? I'm always
conscious of breaking some type oi
speed record when I'm on the
turnpike. And why shouldn't I be,
there's never any cops to slow me
down.
How 'bout those geographical
locators, those street signs! Who
doesn't recognize 'Cat Mousam
Road' printed in white letters and
contrasted against a green
background? For a split second aftei
I read that sign I feel like I'm lost
somewhere in Saudi Arabia.
Drummond Road -1 wonder it and
continued on page 8

Wake Me When It's Over
Distribution Requirements: Okay we're Gonna Have it Out
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by Scott A. Lamer
The other morning, as I sat,
diligently and earnestly taking
Geology notes, my neighbor, Mary
"the witch" Sutton (an Art
HistoryyEnglish major), jotted down
in her notebook: "He's [the teacher]
blinding me with science." Mary
unknowingly hit upon an interesting
quandary in this droll little phrase.
Should students be handcuffed (not
literally, of course) and forced to
take distributionrequirements?Is it a
worthwhile procedure to force a
chemistry-bio chemistry major to
take Survey of American History, or
a government major to sign up for
biology?
Let's suppose, for just a minute,
that the distribution requirements did
not exist. Surely the sky would be
bluer, Seller's food a little tastier,
homework somewhat more of a
pleasure. Innumerable problemswould be solved. Gone would be thf
infamous phrases: "All I want is a
"D" in this course...Why can't I just
write an analytic paper about all thes<
rocks?...Dear God, I'm gonna have
to spend another year in this
hellhole...."
Now Lord knows, my potential
Geology grade hardly inspires me tc
defend these requirements, but I can
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by Greg Dumark
How many times have you heard the statement;
"Nothing is certain in life except death and taxes."
Well , I just don't believe that. In fact , everyday it
seems that this cardinal rule is proven wrong. Are you
a little skeptical? Since I thought you would be, I
decided to give you a list of my top ten guarantees in
life. Truly something to live by:
1. There will never be anything good to eat in the
dining hall on a Sunday evening.No matter what is
served, it won't be up to par. So expect the ham steak
with a raisin sauce. This is a guarantee.
2. Your maid will always be cleaning the bathroom
during a critical part of your day. For some, this is the
post-lunch period. Look for the door to be wedged
open, you can plan your day by it.
3. The one time you skip a class, it is a given that
you will run head-long into the professor that day.
Despite never crossing paths with him at any other
time, it is certain you will now.
, 4. The days that your schedule allows you to sleep
late, you can't. Something will throw a wrench in the
works. Conversely, the days that you want to sleep
late, you have an early class.
5. The moment you jam your mouth with food ,
someone will ask you a question. This can be applied
to any deviation from common manners. Safe to say
don't even think about picking your nose, you'll get
bagged.
6. Tlie one time you get mail, you forget your keys,
Then when you return, you find that you have a
package. Too bad, now die moilroom is closedL
7. It is a guarantee that you will never go to Rakers
sober. If you did, you would never go (irunk. It's just
that kind of place.
8. Probably the surest thing next to gravity itself, is
the fact that no matter what you order at McDonalds,
the cashier will asW if you "want nn apple pie with
that," There is no getting around it, so just order one.
9. It is a sure as this column is here, that before long
Arbos will own Beatrice. Commercials in the future
will read; "Tropicona , because we're Arbos." Invest
'
' '
• • continued on page 8
• •
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sort of see why we're supposed to
take them. I don't want to take
science courses!I blotted nearly all
scientific knowledge out of my brain
shortly after high school graduation.
I hate "ri ght or wrong" tests!
Likewise, judging from most of the
science/math majors I've talked to,
"they" hate papers. In taking a
course or two from "the other side
of the academictracks," we not only
learn how the crazy (in our view)
other half lives, but we learn how to
challenge parts of our brains that we
shut off long ago. It is a broadening
experience, an unexpected mountain
to climb, albeit a living hell. We
learn, or at least re-learn that there is
more to life than Walt Whitman or
Thomas Alva Galileo (or whatever
that guy's name is).
Of course I mustn't pass up this
juicy opportunity to elaborate upon a
few of the more negative aspects of
my particular requirement - the
world upon my meek little shoulders
- Geology. Tomorrow, I will be
travellingto Popiiam Beach with my
eager classmates and light-hearted,
but sincere professors. Primarily, I
think we're going in order to see
why we indeed have a beach, and
what geologic occurrences take place

there. Of course we won t be able to
pop into the surf for a quick dip,
because the wind chill factor will
have practically frozen the Atlantic.
Sand castles are out of the question,
due to the risk of sudden frostbite
and the ensuing potential loss of
limbs. How did I get myself into this
travelling circus mess?
Our first test brought back a
veritable slew of high school
memories (nightmares, actually).
Once again I'm seeing questions thai
my American Studies oriented brain
simply does not have the ability to
answer convincingly. I think to
myself: "Wnte down anything you
know about Geology on this one.
Let them know you at least studied
the material." How embarrassing!
Where are the subjective questions,
like: How do you think mountains
formed? Did the storyline of your
Geology book express any
transcendentalist themes? Why did
the author of your Geology book
decide to produce this work?
Frankly, I don't want to know.
Still, I wonder if there exists a waj
to eliminate all the anxiety we feel in
attempting to pass these horrific, bul
potentially interesting, courses.
continued on page 8

This holiday season,
g?t the'Wte Stuff "

at the rightprice.

Now you can get the competitive
thesaurus, medical or legal dictionaries,
Together with your favorite Macintosh word
edge when classes begin in January. With a
Macintosh™ personal computer , and all the
processing software, you can transform
' your notes into the clearest, most letter
write extras.
We call it the Macintosh 'Write Stuff" perfect papers you ever turned out. And
bundle. You'll call it a great deal! Because
turned in on time,
when you buy a Macintosh "Write Stuff"
Wnat 'S more i there 'S a Macintosh
bundle before January 9, 1987, you 'll receive
SuppQrt Kit filled with va(uab le accessories
a bundle of extras—and save $250.
an(j cornputer care products from 3M. *
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you - ve graduated
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Mule News
This column represents the views of
several Colby f aculty members and not
necessaril y those of the editors. As the
writers do not 'wish to be named, p lease
submit responses to the Echo.

by

Thomas

Smedley

Kens in gt on

Colbyco's drug policy clarified:
we say "don't use drugs," but if you
insist, well then, we will warn you
that you "shouldn't." Who cares
what the various laws stipulate. We
don't wan t to intimidate
customers/students and we certainly
don't want to coerce with the fear ol
retribution.We understand!!
On the other hand, we do want to
coerce employees with implicit fear
and, hence, the Colbyco Merit Pay
System. Administered naturally by
those who say "merit is what I say
merit is!!"
Lo and behold!! Irony of ironies .
. .The November 7th Lovejoy
Convocation honors one who DIED
for the cherished freedom of
expression .. .while Colbyco drifts
further and further from this lofty
ideal . . .and this year's recipient is
honored for his political humor. .
.while here, management lacks even
the basic understanding needed in
order to appreciate "why did the
chicken cross the road ?"
By the way, you who continually
bemoan lower than deservedsalaries
and those who find their
recommended pay raises cut by the
Dean. . .you can take a certain
solace from the President's alleged
$100,000 Walkabouts.
Such
scuttlebutt is just too incredible to tx
taken seriously. However, we'll let
you in on it anyway, just as we
received it: "It seems that our leader
likes to personally visit vanpus
Campus reconstruction projects, and
to make on the spot planning and
decoration changes (don 't we
already have all sorts of
administrators for this planning in
the first place?). Rumor has it that
the last time this was done, it
resul t ed in $100 ,000 in cost
over-runs on the project. Ponder thai
the next time you go to the Dean foi
badly needed secretarial help or
departmental equipmentneeds. And
the Faculty should start to realize tha
the College can't keep taking this
gone into additional pay/benefits for
all Colbyco employees. Just keep in
mind that the Pie is not limitless.
What the Presidential whim spends
today may well come from that piece
of tomorrow's pie that could have
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real problem in our nuclear age:
nuclear weapons. Or to take it a step
further, SDI rests on the assumption
that nuclear weapons are a legitimate
means of resolving conflict. To
eliminate the threat of nuclear war,
world leaders have to realize that
nuclear weapons can never resolve a
conflict.
The conflict that involves nuclear
missiles is bound to bring about
nuclear war. Let's face it, belief in a
limited nuclear war does not exist
among mislead optimists any longer.
Nuclear Winter is a fact. Even if a
country does not retaliate, though
highly unlikely, this fraction of
nuclear weapons brings about
irreparible ecological damages.SDI
will not shield Americans from these
damages. The earth will be
uninhabitable. As Professor Chipp
Hauss says: "Even if you don't die
immediately, you might as well be
dead." It is not a cheerful thought.
I am not demanding complete
eliminationof nuclear weapons from
the earth. Such thoughts are a bit
unrealistic. As long as the
technology exists, so will nuclear
weapons. I am simply asking for a
new w ay of resolving conflict, one
that is void of violence. Conflict has
to involve compromise , never
coercion. We have to learn to
communicate wi thout violence,
physical or ment al and I hav e to
learn to live with nuclear weapons,
but only if I can be sure that they
will never be used.

by Camilla Johansson
What is national security? Right
now the Reagan Administration is
trying to convince us that SDI, or
"star wars," is our ultimate security.
They say that it will shield
Americans from nuclear weapons.
At first glance it undoubtedly
sounds reassuring. However, those
of us who have the time to examine
this policy more closely discover
some perverse reasoning.
Unfortunately many of us never
seem to have the time.
Here is a simple analogy: A
notonous murderer is roaming my
neighborhood. I feel threatened and
consequently install a "new and
improved" double lock on my door.
Do I feel safer? A little maybe, but as
long as the killer exists I can never
feel completely secure. Insteald of
dealing with the threatening elementthe murderer- I attempt to shield
myself. This is what Reagan is
trying to do with SDI. It will be oui
shelter.
His line of reasoning frightens me,
Apart from the fact that experts have
labeled SDI technologically
unfeasible, it is ludicrous to believe
that the U.S. can build a wall along
its borders. SDI gives people a false
sense of security and makes nuclear
war seem less deadly*
The frightening result is that some
people see no reason to raise their
v o ices ag ains t unsu ccessful
summits. The blind pursuit of SDI
shifts our attention away from the
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Star Wars?

Turnpike

continued from page 7 .
you wonder it too - was he named
after that gurywho had something tc
do with Colby? Trafton Road -1
have no feelings for Trafton Road.
People get bored driving along the
turnpike; there's nothing to do. But
there is one game to play. How
many of . the "slow down
lawbreaker, you're exceeding fifty
miles/hour" flashing signs can you
light up in one passing? I once saw a
guy cut frofn the left lane through the
middle lane to the nght lane at 90
mph in one second, just to try to
light up all three signs. It didn't
work. The real trick is to go by the
flashing signs WITHOUT lighting
them. They say it's never been done.
I could go on and on about the
Maine Turnpike: the natural beauty
of the Cape Neddick River, the
confusing Kennebunk exit which
has four different roads leading off
of it and you never get off at that
exit's rest area because you don't
know which road to take...suffice it
to say that Disneyland used the
Maine Turnpike as a role model for
Adventure land.

Guarantee
continued from page 7

now, I'll

guarantee it
10. You will never see Bill Cottei
in his back yard in a pair of cut-off
dungarees, T-shirt (that reads "Take
it any way you can get it") and a can
of Old Milwaulkeein hand. All this
while playing horseshoes next to a
suped-up Ford pickup with a chain
link steering wheel.*
*If this ever did happen, then all
the laws of physics as we know
tliemi now would have to be
rewritten. The very earth would be
in jeopardy.
While it is true that not many
things are certain in life, I'll
guarantee these gems. So go ahead,
drive to McDonalds and see if you
can get away without hearing that
IIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIW-WWlBMreilllllWWIIIIIIIWWWWIW

annoying question. The next time
somebody gives you the old crap
about "death and taxes," send them
up to Runnals Hill. If Bill is kicking
back with an Old Milwaulkee,
i
consider yourself lucky because then
maybe you will never have to pay
taxes and we will all be immortal.

Requirements
continued from page 7

Hey, wait a minute. Are you
thinking what I'm thinking? I'm -unit's been discussed before, but why
not bring it to the forefront for just a
moment. Why can't we fake a
few of these damned courses
Pass/Fail?!?! Oh, excuse me. I
got a little carried away there. But
Mr. or Ms. Establishment, since
most of us take the easiest
distribution requirements we can
find; since the professors know it,
the students know it, and even my
mother knows it; and since we'd like
to enj oy the courses without them
demolishing our rapidly declining,
although overly prized, cumulative
averages, couldn't we maybe take
one or two of them pressure free ,
since we're nervous enough about
them as it is? Would the school's
rating plummet so substantially? I
sure would admire such a seemingly
logical move.
Okay, I'll admit it's a relatively
radical suggestion. But don't most
people discuss daily the idiocy of the
requirements? Don't we strive to get
through them, rather than learn from
them? Can't we at least talk this
over? Somebody-say something.
Oh yeah, and about this one year
Physical Education requirement...what earthly good is four
seasons of golf supposed to do me?
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openly said, anywhere, about these .
and other alleged goings on? V/hy
no one seems interested to comment.
to inform different constituencies?
One answer, unfortunately, comes
to mind: Fear!!Everyone (almost)
is scared. . .scared that they won't
get as large a merit pay increase,
scared that they won't get tenure,
scared that promotion may be
denied, scared that their Department
might not get that extra position ,
etc., etc., etc.
Let's pull together and dissipate
this cloud of fear; let open and free
expression, free of fear, return to
our Campus.
Better academic environment for
all is deserved. . . but has to be
earned by all!!
Yule, the "time of happy talking "
nears! Dare to be heard and hope for
harmony. Do-minus vobiscum!!

gone into your merit increase. But,
let's look on the good side. . .We
faculty and staff can take a great deal
of pride in our campus, we can think
of it as our inadvertent contribution
to the fund raising campaign." Food
for thought. . Ibut difficult to
swallow, right?
You may also be interested .in a
tidbit circulating on A.F.L.
(Administrative Financial Largess)
and the renovation of the Hill
House. It is rumored that this project
will run over $150,000 (or one and
a half Presidential Walkabouts.)
This seems reasonable until one
realizes that well over a third of this
sum is for furniture. Is that your
pocketbook I hear complaining?
Hey, why not? We can afford it!
Even the $2800 for a single planter!!
Yet, who can believethese rumors?
Can you guess why not a word is

,
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6 lovely, gentle 12-week-old kittens , which
mqst go to th eanimal shelter if I do not find
homes for them soon. If you want one , I'd
be happy to keep it unt il you go home at
Thanksgiving. Contact Prof. Hayslett , Matt
DepL, x3254 as soon as possible , if you're

Kim and Elizabets-

Gri ts-

When 's she " gonna give me the order? "
Help me!
-Daves
_H- How are the stopsigns? The professor?
The mint green gum shop? AsparagusDave R .

M edha, Rol and , Matthew!
Europe? does it tell you anything Guys!
You're so bad in geograp hy! Have fun
always.

Laurenlo

Hi neighbors! You know , it's jus t not the
same without the sound of moving furni ture
right next door. And what about every
morning clothing exchange? We'll have to
make an inter-continental swap. I miss y'all
Love, M
P .S. Would you £uys check and see just
how far Domino's delivers? I'm hun gry!
Baine-

Hey Mar to!
You have a person al; from France sur tout!
Keep smiling-Love a Fag

Hi Flakey!
Thanks for the pho to! Time for a phone
convo otherwise my letters will
overfloweth! Miss .you tons bu t Fll be righ t
ba ck to bumble with you next year. Keep

all that bad!

Allysonju st think- Friday, 9:01- it's all over. No
more Chinese discussion groups , no more
medieval
costumes , no more
poster-making. YOU'RE HOME-FREE!..
. Hey, aren 't you goiing to be here for
J anuary? Commons President , perhaps?
Only kidding. Thanks for being so terrific.
-Lo

SalutW ench Women!

So ist ze life gut? Oops! Excuse me, I'm
just as confused as ever. France is Iep ied
only the time is passing too quickly. I wish
I didn 't have to sleep. Live it up for me at
Colby! Chicken or rather(poulet) cia mein

bambines Miss you all.

W2

Donna and Chase Mons ter
How 's Marylow trea ting you? Don't worry
I' m sure you're in paradise compared to the
dorms over here. I hope you guys are
making the most of your last year. Have we
pos ted any numbers on the door? Please
wri te, I miss y'all. Try and be good - or al
least be careful.
Love , Meg
Brad likes a farm girl.

Which girls on 3rd floor Pepper are
humming "Frosty the Snowman "?
KSpacewar?

THappy 1st. We've come a long way from
Puddles in the Dark!
381 -Q
Quad 210: Kathleen is considered about ha
heal th and so she is going to take it easy foi
a litt le while and give you a chance to cater
up.
Painey-

Thanks for the best year of my life. I love
you.
-R
A.B_h-

A whole year! I t's been grea t ! I look
forward to many more!

BaineThanks for being such a good friend lately^
Do I really giggle like that ?

-R

WANTED:
Student Spring Break represen tative for

Collegia te Town and Travel. Earn
comp limentary trip and cash. For more
informa tion call (612)-780-9324 or write
9434 Naples Ne.Minne apolis , MN 55434
attn. Erie

-Rachel

Care for a weasel break?
-R

To the Averill Emergency One TeamTharic you very much.

DINNER. Foss dinin g hall. Friday , Nov.
14 (tomorrow!)
5:45 - 9p.m..
En t er t ainmen t . Casual nice dress or
costume. O pen t o Chap lin Commons
Members only.

*Extnv*Extra *Extra

Bill Laur Break tlie all time score on Sex
Trivia 777 Million Simply Amazing

i
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/
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The Mfovic ratts,
Doyle and Ravi , stampede at the Stupid
Cen t er last Friday ni ght-Yahoo!!
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Att ention Colby Students!!
We'd like to re^dsome real classifieds. Isn'
there any action on Campus this year? Fill
us in!
Colby in Caen

Boss Fag-

You know who you are - Qui t'aime
vraim ent? I heard a guy named VLA was
tracking you down - Tu le coimais?

Greg, Bob , Drum , Jo-Jo , Pam-Pam
We miss you guys- Par ty it up for us-but
try to keep it clean- we're juniors now !

Love Jill and Meg

D,- Joycie , Sara and Tin How 's BFD without me? Cava? I miss you
guys a lot. The BFD fetes just wont be the
same. Keep it clean and send me the
gossip. BFD does Europe.

Love Aim

To Colby Track Team and coachesHi guys and girls. I heard you did pre tty
well so far. I keep in shape (a new club)
and I'm looking forward to hearing from
you.
Good luck to you all of you , The crazy
french track runner

gossip from LRHS!!

Love Lucy!

Elena .Chris .B.K. and Mike ,
Hello loves, I miss you guys so much !!
Hope all's well and Ellie hasn 't driven you
all crazy yet, (Chris)! Stay Mellow. Love ,
Meg

P.S. What a long strange trip it's being.
P.P.S. One of you guys can explain that tc

Mike

Allison, You're not going to believe what
my sister overheard about us at S.M. it has
to do with our favorite pastime! Did you gc
to the closing parry? How 's Cur tis? Ha Ha
Did you "drop " at Bowdoin wi th Mo? I
miss you Airy-

Love Susan

Att ention Seniors: We wan t to say thank
you to those of you who got your yearbook
p ictures in on time. You've re ally helped us

out tremendously. To the rest of you-please
get your pictures in before Thanksgiving
Bre ak! ! The firs t section of the book goes
out to the Publisher night after we get back.
Thank you!!
-The Oracle Staff
LOOKING FOR A PAID STUDENT
J OB? If you are a fast typist , can use a
M a cin t osh and are interested in
w orking for the Echo, please contact
Emil y Isaacs at 872-3348 or 873-4066. I
am par ticularly interes ted in Sophomores
and Freshmen.
To a cute hole guy we know"if you wan ted to go to a school with
fra terni ties, you should have not come to
Colby. " We love you,D. Hang in there.
-Guess who?

1st floor Peppen
" Even though I ain 't got money, I'm so in
love with you honey . . . " Good singing!
Thanks for the moral suppor t
-Lo
Shan , you slutmuffinl! Isn't Seamus good
in the sack?

- CROSS COUNTRY SKIING -

1
SKIS - BOOTS - BINDINGS
ACCESSORIE S:
CROSS COUNTRY
• GAITERS
FANNY
KS-WAXES
PAC

-

- SKI RACKS

CROSS COUNTRY CLOTHING: *
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DebDon't worry die lights won't go out again
this weekend. At leats not before 9:00 (hee
hee)
your roomi e

Dear Meets-(Mea __)
I hope you kno <v your way around
Waterville better this year than last! ! I've
learned to love the beer here - like I do
everywhere else. I miss you and think of
you often. Please write- Gotta know the

-3lM .\ • SKIS by ROSSIGNOL - JARVINEN - IRAK
y y ^mm d • BOOTS by by
ADIDAS - JARVINEN - TRAK - EXEL
ADIDAS - SOLOMON - LOOK
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How many points did you get for Sat.
night's scoping? Do you think you'll score?
-your secret admirers

Emperor Fag,
What's up? Are you trying to make it back
on the "list" ? In any case I miss you
beaucoup , and it sure would brigh ten my
day to hear from my poor little white mule.
Take care of yours elf.
Love- fagette

1 SN0WFALL MEANS OUTDOOR FUN

MacAndrews Scotch Ale, Dos
A tlas 9 Amstel9 Mlllan 's Irish Hod , j
_?©f_.
f
Plus 4d> other brands and countin g..*!

ccOoQQlkMD w fl_K»0

Wanted: Attractive mature woman interested
in a rela tionship. Most like good wine,
good music , and good food. A roman tic. If
interested: Box 533

Karen & SueThanks for a loas of fun. Who knows . .
.maybe we'll take it on the road!
Love , Lauren.

ST

We also havo a great selection of cold )
imported beers includin g:
Fquls, I/

Spe cial Orders Within 24 Hours

HahkensteinHang tough sweetie, I love you!
-an anonymous friend in France.

Hey Squir t. Where 's the olive loaf?

I
/

Best v ine and cham pagne selection
in central Maine includin g:
Rutherf ord Hill, llebf ravmllch,
Chardcnna y , Cha teau Gutrarc l,
Aiateus, \atp cllcella 9 Vllla Banf l,
Dcm Perl gncn Champ agne
and man y ether selections f rem
around the world*

/
/
/
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/
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Kilms Baby ,
Gl ad to hear you quit the crutches. Was *il
the wizard?? Write and take carel Miss you!
A Grundy Nerdle

Take care

Beth-

CHAPLIN COMMONS MEDIEVAL

Ken 's Vine .
Center

. Take care , Meglet

Fags presque France

Jeff H.Are you sure your name isn't Chip?

EWEWEW
We'cr losahs!!

I Tj
^~/

Hopeless! When are you going to get over
here and join this fabulous European Party!
Hurry up, I miss you and don't forget to tie

Hey Boob-

GOLF PARTY this SATURDAY- BE

VannyAre you still alive? Neither one of us should
t urn into someone we know. Sony it's beer
hectic.
- me

thought of you. It was just about this time
la st year , huh? Warm memories never
forgo tt en. I hope you're o.k.
Hugs, Cinderella

-RGT

THERE! $3.

I saw a pumpkin the other day , and I

'RD

SSPCarpeDiem .

-Loafer

MarkDo you think it would have hur t less if it
happened in a cushioned area? . . . Sorry
about the ouch!
-Locifer

Colby hopping
me w2

-R

H appy Birthday Allison!!
Love , Emily and Babar

through in the wee hours. . . you should

have gone for the sexual favors... he's not .
;

Fags in France

No toast please.

,

3072

my shoes!

-

S-

I promise , when you sleep on my couch
again , there 'll be no BREEZy air passing

Salut Kirs ten!
Cava and ;Colby? Viens en France pour
nous joindre- C'est le pied! Mais noublie
pas ton parap luie! TU nous manque!

interes ted. .

Remember how much fun we had last yeai
? Call Keith Adams to D.J. your party ext
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453-6216
453-2234
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SWEATERS - KNICKERS
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"First Lady " Plays
- And How!

by Sean Collins
Ihe internationally reknownedjazz
pianist , Marian McPartland ,
performed for a full house in
Lorimer Chapel on Thursday night
November 6th. Marian's first piece
was entitled Sweet Lovely and, as
the case with other pieces throughou
the whole concert it was loaded with
a rich embroidery of notes.
Some of the other jazz piano pieces
she played were Take the Atrium;
All in Love is Fair by Stevie
Wonder; Scrapple by the Apple; I
Love You by Cole Porter; and one
which Marian McPartland composed
herself, an all-time favorite among
many, Ambiance. This particular
piece began with somewhat of a
slow tempo which gradually picked
up as it progressed in time.
After a brief intermission, Marian
continued with Norwegian Wood.
photo b y David Coleman
Without pausing, she made the
Emily Nussdorfer and Derek Mitchell in Saturday's Danc e-A-Thoncheck
transition from Norwegian Wood tc
the timeas they dance straight 'till morningto beat MS.
an "instant" medley of some old
favorites from the Beatlesrepertoire.
, j| 1 i|.7 t t |jj
.
1.a.a a .|
She told the audience at the end of
t —_—^~- -^^^ --^.--~.^-~»^..v~>~>~-^^ .»-.w,.^.^^^..^.
n a)t lTwf ^|jp^a^tji^
(
the piece that the medley was totally
At Colby improvisational!!!
Marian
Museum of Art - Winners of the Great American Quilt Festival,
McPartland continued the concert
through Nov. 30.
\ with St Louis Blues and later in hei
I
Miller Library Robinson Room: Poet Heather McHugh to ready from
? performance, she asked the audience
f
her works, Nov. 13.
for any five notes. Of course they
bellowed out the most wide range ol
In Portland -

notes to make it more difficult for
her. Ms. McPartland then composed
her own piece at the piano, right ther
and there (it was amazing Jet me tel
you), using those five notes. She
did this all without moment of
hesitation. The audience responded
with a resounding cheer, leaving all
of us in awe of her musical
dexterity.
Later in her performance, she did a
piece entitled All The Things She
Makes by Jerome Craw. This piece
had a fast tempo, sharper notes, and
once again, as did all the pieces,
possessed a wonderful combination
of arpeggios-intertwined to create a
beautiful and smooth unfolding of
the notes and music.
Throughout, Marian did a splendid
job layering the different melodic
lines—there being a higher pitch
riding over an underlying bass level.
Finally, Marian McPartland
completed her performance with a
few.requests from the audience-two
of them being Yesterday and a piece
by Alex Wyler. The speed at which
she laid her fingers on the piano
keys was bewildering and left the
audience in amazement of her piano
dexterity.From sitting in on Marian
McPartland, I can truly see why she
is considered the "first lady "of
piano jazz!!!

Portland Lyric Theater "On a Clear Day You Can See Forever,"
through Nov. 22. Call 799-1421 or 799-6509.
Portland Stage Company: "Handy Dandy," through Nov. 23. Call
774-0465.
Portland Museum of Art: "Th e Vinalh av en Press , 1984-86," through
Nov . 30.
¦
i
Portland Public Library: "Water and Earth: Paintings, Drawings, and
( Sculpture," by Dobee Snowber and Jane W. Weiss, through Nov. 29.
i
Portland School of Art: "Aggression, Subversion, Seduction: Young
i German painters," opening Nov. 16.

su
nt

;
s

Elsewhere -

Colorado String Quartet, 8:15 pm, Friday, Nov. 14, Bates College
and 8:00 pm Saturday, Nov. 15, Maine Center for the Arts, Orono.
Bates Choir and Chamber Orchestra, Bach's "Christmas Oratorio,"
8:00 pm Saturday,Nov. 15 and 3:00 pm Sunday, Nov . 16, Bates
College.
Maine A cting Comp any, "Dracula" by Bram Stoker, through Nov .
23, Lewiston.
Lake Region Communi ty Theater, "Annie," Nov. 13-16, Bridgton
Bowdoin College, "A Survey of Itaglio Prints from the Permanent
Collection," throu gh'N ov. 23.
..
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Standing Room Only
by Laurie Kopf
Last weekend, in the cellar thcatct
of Runnals , The Powder and Wi g
organization triumphed again with
the pres ent at ion of t wo more
excellently portrayed one-acts. Thest
one-acts, "The Lesson" and "Dark
Lady Of The Sonnets" receive d such
nn overwhelming response that the
seating had to be expanded to
standing room only.
The first of these successful
one-acts presented was "The
Lesson " by lonesco. This
presentation broughtalive the french
thea tre de l'absuxd for Colby

audiences, The three actors, Tom
Sherry who played the professor,
Kristi Kollias who played the pupil
and Kcri Weisse who played the
maid, were the driving forces who
mad e t his presen t ation no t only
successful but authentic. Sherry
handled the mounting emotions of
frus trat ion and passion which the
professor tried to keep w ithin
himself with case.
Kollias also handled her character
well. When the pupil pleads with the
professor to stop his lessons becaust
of her too thache , the audience coul d
almost feel her plaguing ache. The
interaction between these two'
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CUMBERLAND COUNTY CIVIC CENTER [
? The Monkees - November21
f
"j
J
3

The Pretenders-postponed
Tervill and Dean, Olympic ice dancing team -November 28
Cyndi Lauper and Eddie Money - December 17
for ticket informationcall 775-3458

9

|BANGOR AUDITORIUM
.

J

The Monkees - November22
for ticket information call 942-9000
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Movie Review

'Nobody 's
Fool"
by Damn Donate

"Nobody 's Fool ," starring
Rosanna Arquette and Eric Roberts,
premiered at the Waterville Cinema
Center last Friday. The film is
concerned with the life of Cassie
(Rosanna Arquette), a poor rural
waitress, and how she deals with
life. Flashbacks reveal that Cassie's
first and only meaningful
relationship was an age-old case of
unrequitted love. Though treated
terribly by her boyfriend during' and
after their affair, Cassie still has
strong feelings towards him. Then
along comes Riley (Eric Roberts), a
stage-hand for a traveling
Shakespearian Theatre Company.
Although he has a murky past, it is
clear that Riley really loves Cassie.
But now Cassie has a choice to
make: stay with an abusive man or
move onto someone who offers a
little more.
"Nobody's Fool" is trying to deal
with the fragility of human emotion.
Cassie's elation with her high school
boyfriend turned instantly to despair
when she discovered she was being
used, and her misery changed back
again to happiness when she met
Riley. Rosanna Arquette gives
perhaps the best performance of her
career as the confused , romantic
Cassie. Eric Roberts also does well
in the poorly defined role of Riley.
However, whether the problems of
this character result because of Beth
Henely 's script or Evelyn Purcell's
fust outing as a director is difficult tc
tell.
The strongest parts of the film
revolve around Cassil's family
relations, with an excellentportrayal
of her mother by Louise Fletcher,
and Mare Winnin gham doing a fine
job as Cassie 's eccentric ,
philosophizing friend,
"No body 's Fool" can be praised a!
on unpretentious movie that still
doesn't shy away fr om wei ght ier
concerns. If considered in the genre
of light' romance , y ou won 't be
disappointed.

characters along with the timely
^
^
^
_
_
-—__-__
interruptions of the maid brough
t as
much laughter as lonesco coul d have
desired. The humor comes from his
transforma tion of a sim ple scene intc
something utterly absurd. As well a.«
laugh ter, lonesco wanted to give
audiences the possibility for more
2*4 hour automatic program service:
thoughtful introspection into their
own lives.
///wa ys a choice of 6 fine films
Although "The Lesson" w as tough
College l£> night Admission $2.50
to follow, the second one-act "Dark
every Tuesday with ID
Lady of the Sonne ts " by George
Bernard Shaw was equally well
done. The actorsiBeth Robbins (the
Cloaked Lady), Jeff Cas t o (the
Man), Jessica Parks (t he Dark
¦
Lady) and Bob Coup (the Guard)
I
I/> "(f
I
a
made this humorous satire a success
with the audience.
The one-act, taking place in
England , deals with the conflicting
worlds of _rt and aristocracy. The

\Cthema Center
Kennedy Memorial Drive
Waterville
873-1300

Crocodile Dundee-PG-13
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continued on page 11
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One Acts

Teaching

continued from page 10

continued from page 2
All too often the teaching
profession is looked down upon and
seen as an easy job that anyone
could do. I would like to see anyone
who thinks this to try their hands at
teaching a group of high school
students one hour a day or more,
five days a week. There is much
more work involved th an
"babysitting ". Colby has a. very
good education program that allows
students to gain a profession while
still at the undergraduate level. There
is a great need for more and better
teachers and Colby is trying to meet
that demand. I do not think it should
be looked at as just another
off-campus activity, but as an
important beginning to a rewarding
career.

Cloaked Lady who represented
Queen Elizabeth, was played to
perfection by Elizabeth Robbins.
Not only was her performance of
high quality but her appearance also
was extremely noble. The man,
Shakespeare also, with his witty and
cunning tongue, was great. Their
performance together, with the
exception of one or two dialogue
mistakes, was flawless. What made
this play even more spectacular
outside of the characters themselves
was their costumes. Thanks to
Katherine Legrasse and Colleen
Syder there was no doubt among the
audience that these characters came
right out of 17th century England.
These two one-acts, along with th«
three from the previous weeks have
set a high standard for Powder and
Wig presentations. Hopefully this
standard will be maintained
throughout the year. Their next test
will be the performance of "Arsenic
and Old Lace" next weekend. Let's
hope their success continues.

Tough Act

continued from page 4
alternativebeverages at Colby's Spa
and boasts, "one hundred and sixty
daiquiris (non-alcoholic) were
served last week." Glickman works
with nine students who have
volunteered for the Peer Alcohol
Program that meets in the Student
Center, 7 p.m., every Wednesday.
Thirteen to fifteen students attend
weekly.
Glickman, a native of Branford,
Connecticut, has only visited Maine
once prior to the internship. Qn
weekends, "I spend a lot of my time
in a car...exploring Maine. I also
love to read. Still Life with
Woodpecker is my favorite book,"
said Glickman.
Both women have also organized
student/teacher discussions, such as
the forum on Mitch Snyder, racial
and sexual discrimination
discussions such as the showing of
A Class Divided. South African
Night, Lovejoy Commons Dinner
Theatre Series, and they helped to
organize the Medieval Dinner
scheduled for November 14.
continued on page 14

Fieldhouse ?

continued from page 2
were closed was a small sign on v
of the entrances to the area. In terms
of efficiency, it was clear that those
adults seated on bleachers could
have just as easily been in some
Lovejoy classroom, as basketball
hoops appeared to be unneccesary
for whatever was the topic of
discussion. That small group
prevented Colby students from
using any part of the huge room.
And had Whitmore truly needed that
room he could have let it be known
some days in advance so as to avoid
wasting the time of students hoping
to play informally.
The situation is repeated daily as
no public notification of practice
times is available. Must the men's
JV teams play when the Women's
Varsity practices thereby using up all
of the courts? With the winter
months upon us, might Colby
consider limiting tlie conferences ,
etc. which tie up the space when
Colby students deserve to exercise
by playing basketball? And even if it
is determined that it is the perogative
of officials to schedule any event at
any t ime, couldn't there be at least
some way of notifying .the general
student population in adv ance?
Perhaps schedules could be sent to
NOV 20
all st u d en t s wi t h unusu a l
cir cums t ances app earin g in
"MooscPrints";
It is truly amazing that as the
intercollegiate athlete benefits from
the millions of dollars Colby pu t s
10th' ANNIVERSAR Y
into athletics, the average student,
AMERICAN
VCANCER
paying the same tuition , is trea ted as
T SOCIBTY*
a mere guest in tlie gymnasium. The
"non-athlete" ough t not be treated as -mWMT IlOW NOTEBOOK
PODIPIM£PS.i OJDg£"lT
.
nn af terthought , bu t ra ther , at £&eTCH&\&3>
t /AHlP (OD^
minimum , as a second priority.
Respectively,
ft THE ©CMC*'* <«r PKtrci&R faiuo y
'a Will MMMt* M*.MFU5s OMUL \0il W>* /% '
Brad Fny
,.
J BACK T*TUB STAFF U X ) WAM15 ^W, &
fl tXhf. (iCAPf-l" , TO Be (MJlfr TO
>v
Andrew Rudman
R
f SMrtjip IMTUB '-WM Of- DlSfWYlNlS
s
k
\ Yaifc AUTWtfl k cm PAdgS 0
Allyn Emcry
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Fight for Frats

continued from page 2
was just a matter of opening the
door and looking around" would not
reveal a book (with no binding)
stacked with many others on a shelf.
Especially if the shelf is not visible
form the entrance.
A new facet of the fraternity/
sorority debate was revealed to me
just hours ago. At dinner, I noticed a
student wearing a sorority
sweatshirt. I asked her where she
got it, and she said it was from her
chapter at her high school. I couldn't
believe that Colby College outlawed
Greek activity while it was
acceptable as an independent activitj
in publichigh schools.
In the room draw survey
distributed last week, I was amazed
that Colby is even considering
Special Interest Housing. Wouldn'l
this, too, be "elitist"? Wouldn't this
housing program promote the
cliques the Trustees so vehemently
oppose?
I wrote an anonymous letter to the
Echo which was printed April 7,
1986. I mentioned a lunch
conversation when four of the five
people there agreed they couldn 't
recommend Colby to a friend. I
mentioned that the fifth was silently
approving, agreeing with a nod. I
decline to reveal his identity without
his permission, but I'll mention that
he no longer serves Colby College.
I also said in that letter that Colby
wouldn't be the same without Bison
Night, Green Death, Slammers, and
Thursday Night Drinking Club. And
TNDC is now gone, due to the
abolishment of weeknight kegs. I'll
restate what I said in the letter last
year: "Maybe the administration
should realize that the underground
fraternities aren't carrying on the
memory of Greek life, but the
memory of Colby's better years."
Peter Kimpton

Classifieds must be
dropped off at the Echo
Office, basement Roberts
Union , by 12 noon
Tuesday afternoon.

McHugh: A Source of Meditation
Poet Heather McHugh will read
from her work this Thursday night.
November 13th, in the Robinson
Room of the library; she's the last
fall reader in the Colby Visiting
Writers Series. McHugh's poems
are witty, musical, tough-minded,
playful in their use of language; her
major subject matters are love
relationships and the curiosity of
language itself. In fact , often in
McHugh's poems words become a
source of meditation.
Her recent work, especially in hei
forthcoming book of poems, TO
THE QUICK , is deepened by grief
and loss. Heather McHugh's first
collection of poems, DANGERS,
was published by Houghton Mifflir
as part of their New Poetry Series.
Pulitzer Prize winning poet Richard
Howard praised the book by saying,
"I have been compelled and

TakeCare
When a man dies, he does not die just of the disease he has; he dies of
his whole life. -Charles Peguy
Our neighbor Laura Foley used to love
to tell us, every spring when we returned
from work in richer provinces, the season's
roster of disease, bereavement, loss. And all
her stars were ill, and all her ailments worth
detailing. We were young, and getting up
into the world; we feigned a gracious
interest when she spoke, but did
a slew of wicked imitations, out
of earshot. Finallyher bitterness drove off
even such listeners as we, and one by one the winters nailed
more cold into her house, until the decade crippled her,
and she was dead. Her presence had been
tiresome, cheerless, negative, and there was little
range or generosityin anything she said. But now
I've lost my certainty, and spent my spirit in a waste
of one romance, I think enumerations have their place,
descriptive of-what keeps on keeping on. Hor dying's nothing
simple, single; and the records of the odd demises
(stone inside an organ, obstacles to brook,
a pump that stops, some cells that won't, the fevers making mickeries of
lust) are signatures of lively
mterest: they presuppose
a life to lose. And if the love of life's
an art, and art is difficult, then we
were less than laymen at it (easy come
is all the laymen knows). I mean that maybe
Laura Foley loved life more, who kept
so keen an eye on how it goes.

BLOOM COUNTY
by Berke Breathed

JOIN THE
GREAT
AMERICAN
SMOKEOUT

completed by Heather McHugh's
tough and leggy lyrics. Energetic
and inspired, they are for all of us,
since they are , as she says, for her
lovers."
Her second collection, containing
poems which originally appeared in
THE NEW YORKER , THE
AMERICAN POETRY REVIEW,
POETRY , and THE PARIS
REVIEW , was called A WORLD
OF DIFFERENCE and was also
published by Houghton Mifflin.
McHugh has also published a
collection of translations of the
poetry of Jean Follain with
Princeton University Press. She
currently teaches in the graduate
writing program at the Universityof
Washington, but six months a year
she hides away in Eastport, Maine.
The following is a sampling of her
work.

THE FAR SIDE

By GA RY L A RSON
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One Touchdown
Better

Charles McHugof ights for the ball in Colby 's 1-1 draw against Maine.

Tough on Ice

by Deborah Parsons

The Women's Ice Hockey team
has been very successful at Colby.
The program began as a club sport ir
1971 and was elevated to a varsity
sport in 1975. The College was one
of the first to create a varsity team ol
ice hockey for women in the nation,
and definitely has one of the top
College level programs in the
country. "
It's a tradition for Colby women tc
play in a tough Division 1schedule.
They have unusual rivals in
comparison to other team sports'
rivals here at Colby. They have Ivy
League competitors in their schedule
which makes the challenge obvious.
The team plays such schools as
Dar t mou t h , Bowdoin , UNH ,
Harvard, and Brown. Their record
for last year was 9-11. All of the
games were reported as being
extremely close. There were two
one-goal losses to Dartmouth and
one to UVM. The team was ranked
in the top sue last year,
Molly Cauch graduated last year as
the team's hi gh scorer. Ann
Mcallister was tlie team's second
high scorer and wa s awar d ed
"rooki e of t he year ". Robin
MacWalter was ihe (cam's third high
scorer, and will be playing this year,
as well. Coach Pfeiffcr regards
Robin as a "graceful h ockey
player."
Several ol last years players are
abroa d t his t erm , but will be
returning for the rest of the season ,
and also some January freshmen
coming in tha t will play as well.
There are about seven or eight
freshmen who will play key roles in
the team's pcrformnncc this year.
Although there arc a couple of
injuries on the team, overall it is
getting off to a pretty good start.

Three good captains are leading th<
way for the team. Leah Basbanes is
in her third year playing as starting
defense. According to Coach
Pfeiffer , she is an "excellent player. '
Junior Tanya Mead is a third year
player. As the center for the team,
she "makes all sorts of things
happen on the ice." Jen Reuben is
the third captain, and this will be her
fourth year on the ice. She is usually
a wing, but will play any position ii
needed. Rob Pfeiffer quotes Jen as
being "very flexible and team
oriented."
Paige Alexander is the goalie for
the team. She started playing hockey
last year having never seen a game
before. Since then she has gone to
summer camp and has "improved
100%", according to Pfeiffer. He
says she is "enthused, confident,
and well-balanced."
Other returning players are Tracy
Roberts, Jemma Craig, K aren
Wellin g , and Steff Rocknek. Coach
Pfeiffer considers them big
contributors from last year.
Coach Rob Pfeiff er is impressed
with the effort being put forth and
the team overall. He claims that
freshmen contribution will be the
key.
The team always looks forward tc
the Colby Invitational Christmas
Tournament. It will be on Dccembci
28 ,29, and 30th this year. Colby
will pl ay several t eams , one of
which will be Canadian. In recent
years , the team has part icipated in
several invitational tournaments such
as .the Concordia in Montreal , the
Granite St ate at the Universi ty of
New Hampshire, and the Molly
Stark at Middlebury.
The season stretches from
November 1st throughthe first week
of March. The first game will be at
home on December 2nd against
Bowdoin.
'
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photo by Robyn G laser

Basketball Scouting
Report
by Drew Simmons
As the Colby Men 's basketball
team prepares to enter the 86-87
season, an attempt at the
championship is a realistic goal.
Despite being encumbered by a
severe lack in size, the team looks in
top form. The addition of the
three-point line will undoubtedly aid
the generally small hoopsters:
spreading opposing defenses thin
enough to score using to advantage
Colby's speed and keen shooting.
Last year's performance of 11
wins and 13 losses was a
disappointing follow-up to the
preceding stellar season, 22-3 plus a
legendary write up in Sports
Illustrated The Colby team rallied tc
overcome the burden of losing
several key players winning eight o:
the first ten games, but they couldn't
keep up the pace. Their performance
deteriorated as the season
progressed; six games were lost by a
total of twelve points. The desire
was there, but victory was not.
Senior Chris Powell noted "It was a
big thrill to beat us last year, after
they [the two opposing teams] beat
us they'd go crazy like it was a
championship or something."
As is the tradition with all
competitive college basketball
programs, practice officially begins
at t he s t roke of mi d ni ght on
November I. The tri-captnins E.J.
Perry, Chris Powell , and Chris
Vickers, arc leading a team with an
abundance of talent. The
combination of a strong freshman
class, sophomore and junior players
finally off the injured list, and tlie
experience of senior players, points
toward a successful season.
The prc-season workout programs
have also promoted an optimistic
outlook, A team running program
arid captain's scrimmages three timw
, continued on page 13
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by Christop her Watt
Bowdoin. If you could win any
game of the season, this might be it.
Bowdoin College is that little school
nestled among the pines down in
Brunswick who likes to think that il
is just a little better than Colby. The
trouble is, on this particular
Saturday, they were. One
touchdown better. In a cold, wet,
turnover-plagued game, the Polar
Bears managed to hang on for a
21-14 win.
The first half was encouraging for
the Mules, despite a slow start. The
first quarter saw Bowdoin take an
early lead on a 29 year scoring pass
from quarterback John Hayden to
receiver Ryan Stafford. Kicker Nick
Saletta booted the PAT and the score
was 7-0 Bowdoin.
The Colb y defense played
extremely well for the rest of the
half, though, shutting out the Polar
Bears until halftime. The problem
was, the Mule offense continued to
flounder as it has-all season. Despite
receiving the ball with good field
position several times, they were
unable to capitalize.
One bright spot late in the half seni
the Mules into the locker room with
smiles on- their faces. With 29
seconds left , Bowdoin punted. Back
deep to receive was freshman wide
receiver Joe Vecchi. Vecchi, who
received the ball at the Colby 16,
preceded to scamper 84 yards
through the mud for a touchdown (1
yard short of the all-time Colby
record). Sophomore John Hamlin
made good on the extra point and the
score was Bowdoin 7, Colby 7.
Tied at Halftime! If they could jus
pull this one out, it would make the
whole season worthwhile. It just
wasn't meant to be for the hardback
Mules, though. The Colby defense
continued to play well. Trouble
was, so did Bowdoin's. The Polar
Bears held the Mules to a meaisely %
yards on 27 carries.
Late in the 3rd quarter, the
Bowdoin coaching staff made what
proved to be a key personnel move:
Freshman quarterback Mike Kirch
came in, replacing starter John
Hayden. Kirch preceded to wage a
continued on page 13

Mud, Ram
and Hilly Terrain
by Sarah Redfield
Women's Cross Country takes
third place in the ECAC
championship. The 1986 ECAC
took place at the Sunken Meadows
park in Long Island New York.
Twenty-five teams from the eastern
states were at the race for a total of
175 top varsity runners. Ithica
College, NY placed first. It was a
close finish for second between
Bates and Colby with Colby taking
third. . '
On race day it rained hard and
continuously. The course became
extremely muddy and slippery. As-a
result of these poor conditions,
times were slower than usual. The
course challenged all teams with, twe
mountainous hills named
"Heartbreak" and "Cardiac ". The
Colby Mules over ook the hills with
ease.
Placing first for Colby and fourth
overall was freshman Jill Vollweiler
Close behind Vollweiler was senioi
Gene Guild .who placed seventh
overall. Running strong inspite of a
knee injury was freshman Debra
Rebore. Rebore took 15th place
overall. The top three runners
Vollweiler, Guild, and Rebore made
the 1986 ECAC All-Star team.
Fourth runner for .Colby , junior
Karen Boomer , placed 25th to
qualify her for the ECAC regional
team, Running fifth was senior
Sarah Redfield who ran tough and
displaced many runners to aid the
Colby team. Junior Linda Roberts
ran an excellent* race which helped
push Colby to third place. Winning i
"dog-fight" finish was sophomore
Leslie Doherty. All seven runners
deserve ample credit.
Last year the Colby team placed
eighth at the ECAC. The winning
team, Ithica, is ranked second in the
Nation for Division HI cross
country. Thanks to Coach Aitken the
Colby team has been able to raise
itself up to National recognition.
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Londo n School of Eco nom ics
and Political Science

A chance to study and live in London
Junior-year programs, Postgraduate Diplomas,OneYear Master 's Degrees and Research Opportunities in
the Soclal Sclences.
The wide range of subjects includes:Accounting and Finance • Actuarial Science • Business Studies • Economics • Econometrics •
Economic History • European Studies • Geography •
Government • Health Planning • Housing • Industrial
Relations • International History • International Relations • Law • Management Science • Operational
Research • Philosophy, Logic & Scientific Method •
Population Studies • Politics' • Regional and Urban
Planning • Sea-Use Policy • Social Administration •
Social Anthropology • Social Planning In Developing
Countries • Social Work • Sociology •Social Psychology • Statistical and Mathematical Sciences •
Systems Analysis •
Application form * from ;
7
Admissions Roglotrar , Room 10, L.S.E,,
Houghton Street , London WC2A 2AE, England,
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Sail Away
by Kate Br e nnan , Ju dy
MacDonald and Jon Webel
After a fairly successful fall , the
sailing club's season is over. The
racing component of the Club
participated in six regattas. The
season began in September with
regattas at Dartmouth, Bowdoin,
Maine Maritime and continued into
October with two regattas, one at
MIT and one in Larchmont, New
York. Although racing is not the soh
purpose of the club, it has been the
most predominant aspect of it For
the most part, however, Colby
sailng is interested in providing
recreational sailing to those who do
not wish to race or to those who
wish to learn how to sail. The club's
endeavor to provide recreational
sailing and practice sessions for
racers has been hindered in several
ways.
The first is a lack of facilities. The
Sailing Club is presently using the
Colby Outing Club property on
Great Pond for its activities. The
club is very interested in expanding
its facilities at Great Pond. They are
unable to do so because the
administration is uncertain of the
future of the property. Secondly, th«
club has been placed under the
responsibility of the athletic
department which implemented
many rules and regulations thr* the

continued from page 12

clubhas had to adhere to. One of the
rules stated that every member must
pass a swim test. This rule in itself L«
not hard to fulfill , but with the Colbj
pool closed at the beginning of our
season it took a little more time and
effort to take the test at the Watervilk
Boys Club..
The rules and the athletic
department involvement will be
good for the club iri the long run.
The Athletic Department has already
helped the club purchase an eight
horse power engine for otlr Zodaic
chase boat. Although the rules at
first were hard to swallow, they will
make for a safer and more organized
club in the future. Optimism is high
and with the help of the Athletic
Department the .club will expand to
recreational and racing members
when the ice melts in the Spring.
The club plans to continue
activities over the winter. Some-of
these activities will include:
Watching America's Cup coverage
and other sailing videos, "social"
events, sailing workshops, and
major fund raising. A Sailing Club
trip to Sugarloaf USA is also
planned.
It is not too late to become
involved in the Sailing Club. All
who are interested in Sailing are
encouraged to attend the next general
meeting in late November.

Mules. He engineered a solid drive
to end the quarter, ending with a 24
year scoring pass to tight end Erik
Gans. Salletta added the PAT once
again, and it was 14-7, Bowdoin.
But Kirch didn't stop there. After
Colby gave up the ball, he moved
the Polar Bears into the end zone
again. Again it was on a pass to
Gans (8 yards) and again Saletta
Kicked the extra point. Bowdoin 21.
Colby 7.
Another blowout in the making?
Not quite. "As usual, our kids hung
in there," stated head coach Tom
Austin. The defense played very
well during the 4th quarter, shutting
down wunderkind Kirch and his
golden arm (7 for 9, 115 yards). Tht
offense also began to come alive,
putting together a solid scoring
drive. Freshman fullback George
Maroun's 2 yard scoring plunge
coupled with Hamlin's extra point
made it 21-14.
2:30 left. What to do? An onsides
kick is very risky. Having stuffed
the Polar Bears on their last couple
of possessions, Coach Austin
elected to kick it deep. On first and
second down, Bowdoin managed
only 5 yards. With the game on the
line on 3rd and 5, Bowdoin was
able to come up with the first down
yardage on a sweep. The Polar
Bears then ran out the clock to ice

However, regardless of past crowds
the victory.
and of past years ,, the' Colby
A disappointing season? Not
entirely, according to Coach Austin. basketball team is striding towards
"We were competitive in all but two
and excellent season.
games," he maintains. Add to that
Saturday,Nov.15-Varsity!Alumni
g
a
m e; Friday, Nov. 28-season
factors like the reduction in point
differential (points against minus opener at Tufts; Wednesday,Dec. 3,
7:30 pm-homeopener vs.Husson.
points scored) by 135 from last year
and that next season the team won'l
have to get accustomed to a new «_^---___ » W-___ »>----- *-- _ ---—i ^ BW
coach and system all over again, and
the Mules have a lot to look forward
to next year. In addition, the squad
is graduating only 4 starters. Look
for some excitement out at Seaverns
The ColbyEcho is a weeklynewspaper
field next season.
published by the students of Colby
College. The policy of . the Echo is
accurate, complete and objective
reporting of issues relevant to the
continued from page 12
Colby community.
a week during the tall have tightened
As members of this community, you
the team. Senior Chris Viqkers should be kept informed of the cunrent
explained "People realize that you issues and events on campus and in the
need a .lot of effort and dedication ii surrounding area. Our Colby and area
coverage includes news, sports, arts ,
you expect to win. We know we
features and commentaries. As well, the
have the talent, and now we need tc "Opinion" section gives students and
put the effort and the talent faculty an opportunity to express their
together." An additional perk for the ideas.
We appreciate and need your support.
players is the scheduled January trip
The Echo is not published during
to Pomona-Pitzer and Redlands vacations or January.
colleges from January 3-9.
Would you like to subscribe?
The schedule for the season is Please send a payment of $12 for a one
extremely challenging, yet the year subscription and add $4 for foreign
subscriptions. Make checks payable to
majority of the rnost competitive
The Colby Echo.
games are scheduled at Colby in the
>
Return to:
Wadsworth Metrodome. Fans have
Circulation Manager
The Colby Echo
always been a factor for the Colby
, Colby College
team and perhaps the poor turnouts
Waterville, ME 04901
last year may have affected the
team's performance in tight contests,

Parents :

S u b s c r i b e to the
Colby Echo!

Scouting Report
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Sellers
dogs, and pizza. Mary Low is
planning some January, renovations
in their dining hall, including
redecoratiort and a repaired heating
system.
In response *to suggestions from
the survey that there will be greater
variety in the food and its
presentation, special buffet tables
featuring nachos and wide selections
of cheeses have been offered in the
dining halls. Lawless also
mentioned the possibility of
providing music during meals, using
either pre-recorded tapes or liv e
groups such as Locomotion. All of
the Common 's chairs are
enthusiastic about holding special

dinners in their Commons once a
week, and planning along those lines
has already begun. Amy Momenee.
chairperson for Lovejoy Commons,
refers to these special events as
"monotony breakers" and has
already scheduled a "Colby Eight
Night" for November 24, featuring
the Colby Eights and the Colbyettes.
Rebecca Zeilon of Mary Low
Commons is planning an
International Night, a Chinese New
Year Dinner, and a Semi-Formal
Dinner. Included in the food service
budget this year are funds for two
Special Events per semester. Terry
Edmunds plans on sponsoring a
"Mediev al Night" for Chaplin
Commons on November 14.
For the purpose of investigating
ideas . for dining alternatives, a

^mimih ii iiniiii i uiiuM iHi jni i M iii ui wiiHu ii)i«i^^
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$11.25
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continued from page 3

will go illogically against Whoever is
in, as long as failing farmers are
given taxpayer support unavailable
to other small businesses.
Liberals have to wake up to the
essential struggle in their party
between protection and retaliation.
Organized labor, farm groups and
the other forces gravitating toward
Mario Cuomo want protection
(" save American jobs "); the
intellectuals, yuppies and economic
realists look to Gary Hart for more
sophisticated retaliation when we are
victimized by trading partners.

~"1*---- "' --- "'^^

Washington

continued from page 3
squabbling over conflicted local
interests, but should be a deliberative
assembly representing the people
with one overriding interest, that of
the nation as a whole.
In principle, no politician would
put his district or state above the
nation. But in practice, members of
Congress" have learned from
President Reagan that the most

continued from page 4
Brown plans to return to Germany
next year. "I've got no definite plan.
Maybe teaching in the school system
or working for ad agencies." She
laughed, "I've also got a man (in
Germany)." Glickman is interested
in persuing a career in administrative
education.
"Oh, just tell 'em we're a lot of
fun."

successful tactic in politics is to tel]
the people what they want to hear.
President Carter tried it the other
way, speaking of the "malaise"
among the people, and suggesting
that maybe we were too preoccupied
with the menace of the Soviet
Union. It was not his most
successful sermon.
Accordingly, we should not be
surprised if the voters have gone

THE SPRING SEMESTER IN BOSTON
LASTS 16WEEKS
AND THE MEMORIESLASTFOREVER.
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Ah, spring in Boston.
It's educational, exciting, romantic and most of all, unforgettable.
Now you can experience spring semester in this remarkaole city dining the Simmons Semester
in Boston.
The SimmonsSemester offers extensive liberal artsand professional studiesfor both men and women.
SimmonsCollege islocated in the heart of Boston, a city that offers a delightful rriixture of history,
culture and fun.
*_
For more information about this
;
~
unique oppor tunity, write today or
'
I'm interested in spendin g a semester in Boston.
call 1-617-738-2107
Please send me more information about
And please come to Boston for
? Spring ? Fall ? Summer Semester
the springtime. '
NAME

'
.

,

ADDRESS

CITY

. mEPH0NEj
COLLEGE

«

:

*

STATB__Z.P

.

.
LOCATION
Admissions Office, Simmons College, 300 The Fenway,Boston , MA 02115
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Looking to 1988, the right will
want to get on. the side of the
retaliators, whose hard-line pitch fits
nicely into our natural nationalism
and abhorrence of trade barriers.
Forget that talk about vetoing a
tough trade bill; Reagan 's trade
negotiating authority runs out next
year, and Congress holds the whip
"
hand.
To make 1988 lemonade out of the
1986 lemon, Republican presidential
candidates will want to take the
offensive: instead of letting the
Democrats run against the Reagan
record, to run themselves against the
"helpless Hundredth Congress." Let
conspiracy theorists suggest we
slyly took a dive this year.

Tou gh Act

$2,99

Old milwavkee 5. Li$hf fo veas *,
Ubaf t Beer 6. flfc

Helpless Hundreth

Dining Options Committee is being
formed. The first major issue to be
considered is the possibility of using
a computerized system that would
allow students to get lunch at the Spi
instead of at a dining hall for no
extra charge.
The changes that have been made
and considered in the last month
were a direct result of student input.
Lawless strongly emphasizes the
importance of continued input for
further food-service improvements.
Use the Suggestions Cards on the
dining tables for your suggestions 01
-approach a member of the Council 01
a dining hall manager with your
ideas. If your crunchberries are stale
every morning, make sure that next
time you don't ignore the survey
table set up outside your dining hall.
Communicating with the people
responsible is the only way to mak«
your Colby dining experience a mon
pleasant one. So quit moaning to
your roommate and give those
dining«council/foodservice people a
piece of your mind. So far this year,
this approach has been very
effective.

THE '
SIMMONS .
SEMESTER
_^ Ur^
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along' with the optimists in recent
years. For if you offer the people
more guns and fewer taxes, security
and prosperity or a kick in the pants.
you can't blame them for not
bending over.
There are, however, limits to the
people's right to act on their wishes
rather than on the facts. Slavery and
isolationism, to take only two
examples, were popular without
being right , and the people are
sovereign under the Constitution
only up to a point,
Jefferson was particularl y
dogmatic in opposition to
government by public opinion. Tliey
could elect the government and
remove it, he said; they could elect
delegatesto represent them, to act
for them in the Congress, but they
could not replace them.
The poll-takers and the political
television hucksters, however, are
trying to prove the opposite. They
even try to measure what the people
think should be done with the
president's SDI, though the people
can't possibly know whether SDI is
a Sensible Stra t egic Def ense
Initiative or a Silly Damn Idea.
The people and their candidates
have seldom been as f ar apart as in
this year's elections. The candidates
were usually distant figures on a
screen , r eading somebody else's
words from invisible Tclepromptcrs.
It was a race between democracy
and hypocrisy, winner as yet
unknown. .

Inside the Suit

continued from page 3
pancake-syrup commercial or the flca-powdei
commercial , or whichever commercial a poll
said you wanted to be reminded of...Wherc
wns I?
Ah yes. Nobody there. Maybe nobody to
get into that empty suit after it gets elected,
Not like Ihe old days, no sirrce. Would you
believe I once saw Horry Truman? The real ,
article, too. At the railrond stution...Longl
, ' ' ' ' ' "• • "
long aid.' " •¦ ¦'

President
continued from page 2

initiative to set up such meetings,
since 1 am reluctant to call sucn
gatherings myself for fear of
encountering little student interest.
Nor - do I want to compete
Unproductively with all of the other
programs and events which fill the
Colby calendar.
You have said that the President is
"pretty quiet" on .sonic important
issues. Let me review where I stand
on each of those that you mentioned.
Concerning the room search last
spring, the Dean's office (headed by
Dean Janice Seitzinger), I, arid
others in the administration, spent a
good deal of time with student
leaders concerning the best way to
handle the fact that evidence of
underground fraternity pledging had
been discovered in the course of a
routine room search over spring
break. I agreed with the
recommendation of the Student
Association and the decision of Dean
Seitzinger that we should give
greatest priority to the principle of
student, privacy and therefore not
take any disciplinary action on the
basis of that evidence. I also endorse
the Trustees' position, reiterated in
Dean Seitzinger 's letter to the
students last spring, that
continuation of underground
fraternities is inconsistent with the
value of our community.
Second , I support (and have had a
hand in developing) Colby's alcohol
policy which tries to balance student

student production during the year,
and I also try (but do not always
succeed) to attend at least one game
or match of every varsity
sport-female and male—throughout
the year. In fact, I would be happy
to compare my attendance record at i
variety of on-campus events with
virtually any other student, faculty 01
staff member of the Colby
community.
Nevertheless, despite all of the
above, you and perhaps other
students would apparently like more
contact. I would welcome an
invitation to be interviewed on the
Colby radio station (I have not had
such an invitation in the eight years 1
have been here) and will continue tc
meet for interviews with ECHO
editors and reporters throughout the
year, as I have always done. I am
reluctant to produce a regular
column or radio program, however,
becauseI am afraid that I might not
have fresh and interesting things to
say every week.
In short, I will make time for
additional meetings with groups of
students to talk about specific topics
or just to exchange ideas in general
and will continue to welcome
students who would like to come to
my office to talk individually .
However, I hope that you, Emily,
and your friends who are equally
concerned, • will now take the

freedom with an educational
program designed to inform students
of the legal and health risks
associated with the abuse of alcohol.
Our drug policy is currently
undergoing a review, and I expect tc
be involved in the final draft (as I
was with respect to our new AIDS
policy).
I favor the decision of the Trustees
and the Dean of Students office to
have freshmen living in the Heights,
and said so at the meeting of the
Student Atf aks Committee of the
Board when the issue was raised.
I am a little surprised to think that
you believe I have "remained
strikingly silent on the decision to
raise tuition 11%." I sent a three
page letter to all Colby students and
parents, dated April 14,1986 dealing
specifically with that issue, and
would be happy to give you, or any
other student, an additional copy of
that letter if they have misplacedit
I think Seller's food is very much
under-rated (having eaten a lot of it
over the years here and tried
comparable dining rooms at other
colleges as well). I also think that tht
Seiler's management is extremely
open to student input. Indeed ,
numerous changes have been made
at the request of students and, withiri
budget, many more can be initiated
if only students would, working
through their food chairs, let Dan
Eusebio and his colleagues know
what they want.

Finally, I am not crazy about tofu.
I never had a mohawk (although I
had a haircut in high school which
was seen as quite sensible at that
time, but- would be viewed as
ridiculous today); I have a number
of favorite sports, not just one; and 1
have never understood how
anybody can have a favorite color.
Cordially,
William R. Cotter

Blockbus ter

continued from page 1

the newspaper to trigger ideas. Five
days a week, he heads into his office
at The Washington Post, and before
each day is through he has produced
a new political cartoon.
Block said that the political
cartoons are designed to portray his
opinions. Never once having his
cartoons censured, he is fortunate to
be given so much freedom by the
editors.
Currently, Block is working on
political cartoons of . Attorney
General Meese, using cartoon
characters, "The Meeskeeters," to
portray Meese's idea of spying. He
is pleased by the controversy he
sparks while presenting his views in
political cartoons. Block has also
written nine books, explaining the
background of the events in his
cartoon, and the subtleties of his art
in words.

Through his experiences in dealing
with the political business oriented
world in his cartoons, Block created
what he referred to as "Block's
Law; If it is good they'll stop
making it." Block found this
especially true when he was unable
to get the drawing materials he
wanted because the company had
stopped making them. Today Block
finds this applies to everything in the
world. Let's hope Block's Law is an
exception, in the case of political
cartoons.
Note: An exhibition of 35 of Herb
Block's cartoons is on display in the
Admissions Office at Eustis through
November 30th.

campaign

continued from page 1
candidates for the Democratic party.
"1988 would be an ideal time foi
[unknown and politically inocent]
'white nights'" to capture voter
attention.MacKenzie said.

Fast Afoot

continued from page 1
collection cans outside of the dining
halls on the sign up days, or the day
of the fast
The money collected for Oxfam
America will go to Third World
countries to help with development,
purchase tools, and feed the poor.
Last year Colby raised $1,800 foi
Oxfam America. Let's work togethei
to increase our support.
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Meet the MOID™ He loves
to ruin your pizza. He
makes your pizza cold,
or late, or he squashes
your pizza box so the cheese gets stuck to
the top.

With one call to Domino's
Pizza, you. can avoid the
MOID. So when you want
hot, delicious, quality
pizza delivered in less
than 30 minutes, One
call does it all!®
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One coupon per pizza.
Customer pays bottle
deposit and sales tax,
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